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EDITORIAL NOTES

New hands on tiller
THE FOUNDERS AND proprietors of Tle
Cerenlogist, John Michell, editor, and Richard
Adams, designer, are retiring after this issue,

giving the usual reasons, Pressure of work,
wanting to spend more time with their
families, making way for a younger genera-
tion and so on. Let the conspiratologists
make what tl'rey like of that. The fact is that
we simply cannot afford the time needed to
do justice to this wonderfully interesting
subject which we have been chronicling now
for three years. In the course of this venture
we have met and published some of the
most brilliantly attractive thinkers, writers
and artists of our times, and some real mad
bastards as well. We are grateful to all our
contributors for their valuable suPPort,
generously given, and we are also grateful to

the many others who have submitted work
which we have been unable to include.
Much of it was at least as good as anything
we actually printed, but however much we
managed to cram into each issue, there were
always several excellent letters and articles
which, for reasons of space, balance,
favouritism, nepotism or whatever, we had
to exclude. That was the most painful part
of it.

The two Cornferences we held were
largely organized by Christine Rhone, who
also kept the books and worked indispensa-
bly behind the scenes, as well as writing for
the Journal and contributing the much loved
'Cornelia' drawing. Also indispensable has

been Hugh Pincott, the small mags magnate
of Frome, who did all our distribution and
subscribers' business with cheerful aplomb,
and would do the same foi you if you asked
him. Nor should we forget - not that we are

ever likely to - Cecilia Boggis - our lovely
type-$etter. Now that we have retired, we
are aglow with gt'atitude and benevolence.

The good news for FriendsolTle
Cerealogist : j that the Journal will continue
on its course under new management. They
are the very people we hoPed would
succeed us, the old parinership of George
Wingfield, our leading reporter and the most
active field investigator, wlio will be editor,
and his wise counsellor, the mystically
experienced John Haddington. They are well
qualified to uphold whatever standards we
have tried to set; they have pledged
themselves to do so; we have pledged them
our loyalty; our main contributors have

pledged their support; and there will be
further pledging at the Handing Over party,
which will be held during this year's
Cornference which will be in the Corn
Exchange, Dorchester, Dorset. Details are
given on the back cover.There is limited
accommodation, but everyone will be there,

and readers u'lio do not ivant to miss it are

advised to book earlv and more circ-aplv bv
scnding thcir namc, adclrcss and €40 to

Hugh Pincott at 20 Paul Strcet, Frome,

Somersct BAll 1DX or calling irim n'ith a
crcdit card numbcr on 0373 451777.

Baseball caps

IN THE HOPE of making sense of Jim
Schnabel's puzzling book, lengthily re-
viewed in this issue by Brian Grist, n'e

commissioned a psychological report on

people who wear their baseball caps back to

front. This n'as eagerly undertaken by the

famous mad-doctor, Zoltan Crunlop, rvho
writes as follows.

Peolle zoho iuettr their baseball cnps tettersed,

penk ltackwards, nre called bt psychological

ltarlance, laddish. They retain the iut;enile spirit
tbough adolescence md beyond, delight itt

pranks and mischief-makirtg and eaen, irt
extrcnrc cflses, shoto disrespect to their seniors.

Tlrcre is nothitrg yotL can do about them until
they decirle to grou u1t, yet their parents keep

sending them in to us t'or professional adaice.
'they clutter up our uaitirrg rooms, and mttny of

our normal patients, those uln sut'fer t'ronr
delusiorts of respectability, are disglsted by

tlrcm. They are a thorough bloody nrisartce Tint
will be 20 guineas.

Thus enlightened on the author's mental

background, one can read Rorlld ht Citcles

with the symPathy and ioierance it cnes out
for. It may even be found amusing. This one

at least knolvs hol' to n'rite.

Locating the opposition

A major turning point in cerealogv was the

Operation Blackbird fiasco in July, 1990,

when the expensively equipped team of
observers on Bratton Castle were humiliated
in front of national television cameras by a
carefuily planned hoax. We chronicled the
episode in #2, and commented that it
marked a change in the Official Explanation
of crop circles. From then on, the formerly
prevailing meterological theory declined in
status, and hoax theory, which all tl're

experts had previously dismissed as

unthinkable, rose to ascendency. This
process was confirmed by an important
article in The New York Reztiew of Book,
rvritten by Lord Zuckerman, the former
British Governnrent adviser on matters

scientific and the highest authority who has

even pronounced on the subject of crop
circles. He was scornful of the meteorologi-
cal theorv and the methods by which it had

been advanced, concluding that the only
rational explanation for the phenomenon lay
in hoaxing. Even so, he admitted the

question of rvho these hoaxers were and

$,hv thev tlid it rcn-raincd a mvsLerv.

The mvstert' has contitrut'cl to this c1av,

but hoax ',ircorv has proved verv adeqli,lte
as the Official Explanation, rioing evervlhing
recluired of it in stilling public ercitemcnt,
distracting a ttention from the prht'not.tlenort

and clishcartening rcsearchers. lim
Scirnabel's nerv book n'ill disl.rearterr tlrem

lurtl'rer. He lras nothing mucit to sav about
tl're pl-renomerron, and is as mvstifiec-l bv it as

anyone else n'ho knon's its historv, but his

amusing gossipv treatment of it has the

effcct of der,aluing the subiect and making it
set'm lightly ricliculous, a subject for
harmless eccentrics.

Thank vou, Jim. But seriously speaking, is

all rhis hoaxing and rumours of hoaxing, this
spreading of confusion and ridicule among
the honest researchers - not to speak of tl-re

'set-piece' operatrons as at Bratton Castle; is
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MILK HILL DECODED -ACHALLENCE
Professor Gerald Hazokins has found a coherent
on Miik Hill, Wiltshire, in 1,991..The Cerealogist
better or equally good interpretation.

meaning in the mysterious
offers a prize to any reader

ciphers that appeared
who can suggest a

T|rc markings on Milk Hill

The message in terpretcd

AT THE BEGINMNG of August 1991 a line
of apparent script was discovered from the
air in a wireatfield on Milk Hil1, a shori
distance from Alton Barnes in Wiltsl'rire. A
week earlier the American mvsterv-hunter,
John Erik Beckjord, had tramped out the
message, TALK TO US, in a field some miles
arvay, with tl're permission of its owner. Both
designs were ranged along a straigl'rt tractor
line in the wheat, and there were other
similarities between them which gave
Beckjord some grounds tbr ciaiming tl'rat the
mvsterv script was an ans\l,er to his own
effort. The cipllers r,r,'ere clear-cut but of an
unfamiliar alphabei. Michael Creen,
Chairman of CCCS, found their meaning in
an Atlantean language known only to
I'rimself, and told his foiiorvers that the
Circlemakers had written, 'Creator, Wise
and Loving'. Beckjord decided, oddly, that
the message was in Korean.

In Washington, DC, where he now lives,
the Suffolk astronomer. Gerald Hau,kirs,
famous for his Stonehenge Decoded and other
works on ancient science, cast an experi-
enced eve upon the Milk Hill markings and
saw tilat thev were worth anaiysing. He
assembled a team of lwelve scholars who,
after many calculations and consultations,
anaounced a positive result. The foliowing is
extracted from their report.

It is assumed that:
i. The circles mark tlrc message breaks.
). The twin lines mark tlrc word breaks.

-: tj is on exact character-by-character
:.. .::::.:i.,n codg.

= .::. :,.itriline mark the bottom of the
,-j: .; '.: ,- : a 

.-.

,i. - ,:: '.:+s,:!l cornprises tuo zuords, or two

IutmhL r: .

6. There o.re tto tbhret,ations.
i. flre nrussnie rs rogli:ahle.
No ia,o co{r:i:;l,lt rttunbers couldbe found

fronr tlre ctrlrcr.
T ur rtfi t g llr :i !r riis, ni t e r s e Lt r ch ifi g 1 8,004

cotttlotl plrr,isrs lr i3 Lingrrrr.qes, tlrc first uord,
iL.itlr its doubii ')atitr iur;i Lregrntthtg and ending
ititlt tlte santt ltiter, i-. OPPONO. This is Latin
for "l ottltosa".

fo be co.grir:,r1,/i , ihc:crb rrceds ttrt object - the

accusati,'e case. T'itt -<cr0l]rJ rr'ord ands itt o-blank,
tultich ctttt orzhr irr 05, tile aciusatil'e plural.The
ortly ioord possih/r sernr-. rcr he .{5TOS, plural of
asttrs,meaniltg "a:ts t crai!;utd ctutttittg" (see

Harper's Latirr Dicttott,trttt. The Milk Hill
zoritittg tlten trnnslates 45 "1 p|!p5g t-tcts of craft
and cuntting".

No otlrcr readittg of tlrc Mitk Hill scri1tt has

been published uhiclr follotts the abol)e ser)eli

requirements. lf an equally cognizable tlet
dit'ferent message can be found by lurther
analysis, then the script zoill, of course, selt'-

destruct, but currently we may tentatiaely add
"knowledge of Latin" to the so-called ittellectual
profile bf the circle-maker).

In the context of crop circle studies, a

colloquiai translation of OPPONO ASTOS is
I AM AGAINST HOAXES. This could either
have been a reply to Beckjord or a'w,arning
to cerealogists in general.

Can you beat it?

This was the only coherent interpretation in
anv language that the group could discover.
Hawkins reports that for the first rvord thev
considered the Italian EBBENE, meaning
'Ah well!', "but it failed as an acceptabie
decoding because no second cognizable
rvord could be found in Itaiian".

Cryptographers at Tlrc Cerealo gist
accepted the challenge and came up with
two alternative phrases which foilow the
same rules, EFFETE ORDER and ESSENE
ORDER. The second could perhaps signif
the return of the old Essenes who were
thought to be been behind Jesus's mission,
but neither is as impressively relevant as

OPPONO ASTOS. To the first reader who
can think up a more plausible rendering,

n ithin the above conditions, of ttre Milk Hili
crplrer Tlrt Cerealogist offers a prize of €10C.

The source of the cipher
One of Harvkins's grollp later discovered a
possible source for the Milk Hill ciphers in
Nigel Penriick's book, TLe Secret Lore of Runes

ond other Ancient Alphabets (Rider, 1984). Two
versions of a 'magical alphabet' are feaiured
in it, and their letters are comparable to
some extent with tl'rose in the wheatfield.
Onlv six characters were employed, which, if
OPPONO ASTOS r,vas intended, are O. P, N.
A, S, T. Four of these are represented by tl're

same I shape rotated four times, and all but
one, the single stroke, I, are shon'n in
Pennick's table. There is only a slight
correspondence betrveen the letters of the
script, as interpreted, and those in the two
versions of the magical alphabet. A third
version, perhaps, n'as used bv whoever
rvrote upon Milk Hill.

As Cerealogist readers knon,, Gerald
Hart,kins perceives a consistent geometric
code in the design of crop circles, expressing
musical harmonies in the diatonic scale. The
phenomenon at Milk Hill adds to his picture
of the circle-makers as adepts of the classical,
esoteric sciences associated with Pythagoras
and tire ancient sages.

JJUUL L ]]EEItrtr'1
4bclelJtit*l

zoPlrstuv,xtz

Alphabet 1.

JJ:,UL:JbJLLU f !Strl
abcdeJ9hitA<o

trEltrtrE -tn "tnn,:rrF
4o|t.evxtz

Alphabet 2.
'Magical alphabets' t'rom Nigel Pennick's Secret
Lore of Runes

x{ixr{x i{trqfr'{xfi

fu The Adventure of the Dancing Men
Sherlock Holmes cracked a symbol-for-letter code,

using methods imitated by the Milk Hill
interpreters. This message meant AM HERE,
ABE SLANEY.T\e flags marked word endings.

THF (-FI?F AT (.Y:I(T 3a r TTJPEE

MESSAGE
BREAK

MESSAGE woRD woRD woRD IBRET mEAK BREAX 
'-::[ |- .oltu EElJluiltrn g rll o

lllllllllll
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CFIINESE COIN IN OXFORDSFIIRE
Anthony Cheke reports an early event of 7993

ON THE EVENING of Mav 3rd I n'as
surprised to get a phone call reporting a "fat
doughnut" irr rape at Aston Ro$'ant - the

Circlemakers had unexpectedly shifted the
I99I kick-off into Orfrrrdsltire.

A rapid reccc that eveniug confirmed the

iocation, that the forrr,ation n'as good-
looking and, rvith the help of a nearbv CCCS

member, identified tl're farmer. A team frot.t.l

the Oxford crop circle group examineci the

formation early ot't May 5th, in companv
with tl-re farmer. He had jumped to a hoarr'
conclusion n'l'ren I first phonecl him, but
after he had looked at tl're circle lvas verv
doubtful tl-rat anyot-re could l-rave produced it
by rnechanical means. It turned out that he'd
seen a'gash'in the field (all that rvas visible
from eye-level) on Saturdav Mav 1st, but
had assumed it ivas 'just more pigeolt
damage'. The formation is about 400 vards
from the triple clumb-bell that came in Julv
last year, and is a circle 69' across witl'L a l0
circle of standing croP in the middle, slightlr'
off-centre - more like a coin with a hole in it
than a doughnut (fig.1). The lair is a spiral
(about 2/3 of a revolution centre-edge), rvith
a narrow concentric band (12-18" t'r'ic1e)

around ihe perimeter.

Rape is a very fragile crop, especially the

upper parts of the plant carrying the flowers.
It rr'as already 5' tall wtren the circle formed.
There n'as no damage to tl're upper branches
or tlou'ers in tl're swirled crop; the flower
ireads had bent upwards phototropically for
about 5" in the 2-3 days after formation. Tl're

bases of the stems were buckled (thin ones)

or broken, or simply laid flat (the bend

occurring in the more flexible root). There

rvere a lot of right-angle bends in unbroken
stems, and I thought ai first we had a case of
'paranormal bending' as previously reported
in rape. Furtl'rer examination, aided b1' the

farmer's knowledge of the u'al'raPe grows,
sl'ron'ed that this was not so. Rape plants,

lr.,here clustered together, often grorv out
horizontally for up to 1.5" before furning
upwards, so that a right-angle bend is

already present. When forced over, it bends/
twists at the root, and the result looks for all
the world like a bend induced by the

circlemakers ! The secret is (a) to look at

growtl'r patterns outside the circle, and (b) to

pull up some plants and look at the root
area. A true magic bend (t\g.zil, as Busty

Taylor pointed out to me, will have just oue

angle, a false one will have an S- bend.

The absence of paranormal bending is not
itself a reason to dispute tl're authenticity of
the event. Rape is a very heavy, sappy but
brittle plant, and any Pressure forcing it over
will cause breakage and buckling at least to

some stems. Are tl're circlemakers iust
refining their teclmology (so avoiding
hal,ing to heat the stems to make a circle) or
are they deliberately trying to avoid leaving
any 'physical' effects to force us to look at

the design or simplv the very p7-ese,7ce of the

circles ?

The circle in the field isn't the rt'hole
story. Both Barbara Davies and John
Martineau told me (indePendentlv and

unbeknon'nst to each other) that they had

had strong 'intimations' on the evening of
April 30th that an event rr'ould occur that
night. Matt Forsdvke u'ho first reported the

circle on \Iav 3rd \vas insistent that it had
not been there on the previous day, so these

'intimations' seemed to be lvrong - until the

farmer $'as able to confirm the earlier date.

The circle is r-isible from the M40, but only if
yoll are looking le4l hard, and it is certainlY

no shame to have driven by without seeing

it. A colleague in the Oxford group, Saral-r

8e11, rvho rvorks rvith fractals known as

tesseral hierarchies rvas dumbfounded when
she found tirat a print-out she had made 2

rveeks before the event included the central

blob, tlie 7:1 ratio and the 2/3 spiral !

A good start to the season - may we all be

cornboggled bv rr'hatever may follow.

Stop Press; There's non' another one in raPe we6t

of the A34 r.isible as 1'ou drive south from Hanveil

fio.2b
rrlrst iragicbelrd.
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DELUSION, REVELATION & REALITY
In the mental field of cerealogy PatrickHarpur sees the growth of two opposite effects, spiritual
awakening and paranoid fantasies. These are both alike, products of the imagination which,
when purified and allowed its proper function, exposes crop circles for what they really are.

ONE OF THE signs that crop circles are
authentic anomalies is tl'rat tl'rey often induce
a sense of revelation. Considerable numbers
of people are seized by them and filled with
something akin to religious arve. This
revelation initiates a quest - they might call it
research or invesiigation - in l,r.hich the
n'orld is suddenly encl'ranted, animated,
charged with significances and
synchronicities. They begin to feel t1'rat the
circles are intelligent and alive, follorving
them around by forming tr.'herever they have
been or are about to go, almost able to read
their thougl'rts. Further revelations ensue: big
dreams, encounters u.ith funny lights in the
skv, weird noises and strange artefacts. As if
providentiallv, thev meet people thev
scarcely kner,r'existed - people rvith strange
stories of healing or unhappiness n ithin the
circles, of contact with spirits and extrater-
restrial entities. The revelations intensifr',
homing in on them. Tl-rey fli56s1.gi paranor-
mal powers - of dolvsing, channelling,
prophecy. Thev begin to speak of mvsterious
forces behind the circles - a Higl'Ler Con-
sciousness, for instance, or Cosmic Energies.
More and more tl'rev find it difficult to return
to tl'reir old mundane w'orld. Thev give up
their iobs, publish best-selling bcoks, become
cult figures, marry American princesses; for
all tl'Lis, too, is part of the fairy tale. Once one
has entered tl're circles, the rvorld is turned
upside down (the traditional name for this is
conversion).

But tl'rere is a sl'radorv side to all this high
excitement. Their friends notice, not without
uneasiness, that the circle- struck
cereologists have acquired a blank
otherworldly look in their eyes.'I'hev have
begun to talk, too, as if the circles were
uniquely for them, even theirs; as if thev
alone were ordained to interpret them. Tlley
hint that they possess secrets which ihey will
reveal at some future (unspecified) date;
they murmur about the imminent end of the
rvorld. The friends who demur from all tl'ris
are surprised to find themselves denounced
as enemies. Suddeniy there are a lot of
enemies, ranging from tl'rose who hold rival
beliefs, to the press, the government and,
above all, the hoaxers who, far from being
harmless pranksters, are an organized
conspiracy to discredit the lrue revelation,
n ith further and even more demonic
echelons (the press? The government? MI5?)
behind them. The friends begin to suspect
that the revelation is, dare they say it, a

:ei;sion; and the presence of delusions is
:. - ::teimining characteristic of, horrors,

: :::. - :a is the mental disorder par
., :=,... :: I.:,at is, it cannot be reduced to
:- . .::.- :'. .-.:s nc discernible organic cause

and cannot be medically cured. Its most
famous delusion, to which cereologists are
not immune, is one of being spied on and
persecuted by more or less unseen enemies.
But other major delusions include the
delusion of jealousy (my wife signals to
other men behind my back) and the delusion
of grandeur (I have a divine vocation, I am
chosen by God to spread His Word etc.).
Indeed, paranoid delusions are very often of
a religious nature: the paranoiac's special
skill is to see through appearances to the
'reality' behind, discerning a hitherto hidden
order of the world which is frequently
peopled by good or bad spirits, gods or
devils.

Unlike a false belief, for example, or even
a hallucination - both of which can be
proved false - a delusion is incorrigible. No
amount of evidence, reason or persuasion
can convince paranoiacs that they are

deluded. On the contrary, everything that
occurs seen$ to support the delusion. For
the paranoiac, therefore, his delusion is a
revelation, self-validating and final. In every
other way he can be normal - that is, if his
delusions were true, he would (and often
does) pass for an ordinary citizen.

It ought to be pretty easy to distinguish
between what we might call an authentic
religious visionary and a paranoiac -
between, that is, a revelation and a delusion.
The distinction ought to be clear, for
instance, from their respective contents. But
both revelations and delusions contain the
same mix of weird, irrational, cosmogonic
and even blasphemous material (only
consider the Revelation of StJohn); both
urge mission and prophecy; and both
visionaries and paranoiacs claim to be
entrusted with similar divine secrets.

So, if revedtion and delusion cannot be

J
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separated on the evidence of their contents,

they ought at least to be distinguishable on

the grounds that paranoid delusions are

harmfuI or dangerous or beyond the pale of

social acceptability. But what religious ideas

are not potentially harmful and dangerous?

And what defines social acceptability? As

soon as a paranoid notion is accepted by
even a handful of people - as in the forma-

tion of cults - it cannot be clinically diag-

nosed as paranoid. As for the character of

paranoiacs, the psychiatric textbooks

describe them as hypervigilant, rigid,
suspicious, mirthless and self-important'

Which of us has not fitted this description at

one time or another? (It especially fits a great

many religious leaders and self-styled
gurus.)

In short, there is paranoia in religion and

religion in paranoia. All revelation contains

theieeds of delusion, and vice versa; their
roots are inextricable. And while we will
always have committees of theologians or

pry.i"riattitts, us fashion dictates, to decide

wliere one begins and the other leaves off,

they exist on a continuum whose dividing
line shifts from person to Person, culture to

culture, age to age.

The piranoiacs' obsession with what lies

behind pl'renomena often shows itself, as

E[as Cinetti l'ras nohced (in Crouds and

Pozoer), as a mania for causal relations:

nothing tl'rat happens is merely chance or

coincidence, but can always be traced back

to a cause. Thus we can see that, conversely,

our culture's preoccupation with cause and

effect mav well be a touch paranoid' We

mistrust rvhatever is acausal, sPontaneoLls

and synchronistic. But this is what anoma-

lies, by definition, are. We see them as

breaking'lar.l's' such as causP and effect; but

to the ancient Greeks, 'anomaly' did not so

much implv such a violation as the reverse:

it pointecl to a deeper, superordinate reality

and contained a Portentous message for our

own.
All tliis gives us a hint as to where manv

cereologistigo n'rong' In seeking or

espousing a single cause for crop circles,

their revelation mirrors the monomania of

delusion. It claims to possess tire truth, the

one thing behind the circles, and so excludes

otl-rer causes, theories, l-rypotheses - and tl'reir

proPonents. The latter naturally feel the

iu-" *'rv, and so the cereological enterPrise

fracrures into exclusive groups interlocked,

like rir.ai secret services, in reciprocal

paranoia.
The remedv is to cease regarding crop

circles as revelations and to regard tl'rem iu a

more imaginative way r'r'hich allorvs tirem

simply to be tl'remselves. For, like all

anomalies, crop circles just are, as natural

obiects and rvorks of art are - and vet they

are neither of these (neither from the gods

nor from men) but from some daimonic

realm - Plato's metaxu - in between' For the

imagination, there is nothing 1iterally-behind

the iircles; or, rather, the search for a literal

cause becomes a metaphor for the depth of

the rvorld and for the depths in ourselves'

The hypervigilance of the paranoiac is the

base shado*'of that deep attention the poet

accords the world, and which is rewarded

not bv revelation or delusion but by insight'

not b1r prophecy but bv rvisdom' "Every'
thing possible to be believ'd" said William
glake, "is an image of truth." And this, I'm
happy to sav, might be the motto of ?'he

Ceriologist,t'hich embraces all possibilities

and reluses the temptation of a revelation

that u'ould narrow and impoverish our

imaginings. (In the end it is this narrowness -

his world reduced to a single cause - rvhich

enables us to spot the paranoiac' Paranoia is

less a mental than an imaginative disorder)'

If we must have madness in cereology -

and it seems that we must - the best u'e can

hope for is il'rat it escapes insanity This is a

distinction n'e no longer make, but should,

as the Creeks dicl. They recognized insanity

right enough - the existence of genuine

piychologicai disorders - but tl-rey also

iecognized kinds of madness (Plato lists

fourj which connect us to the gods' "Our

greatest blessings," remarked Socrates (in

Fhaedrus), "come to us by way of madness"'

But he adds: "providing the madness is

given by divine gift." Revelation leads to a

firld of di.,ir't" madness (mostly Apollonic);

it becomes delusional - insanity -'ivhen it is

pressed into the service of the single-

minded, literalisLic, overn'eening ego'

Blake's Road of Excess can lead to the Palace

of Wisdom; but it is iust as likelir, alas, to

lead (as W.H.Auden says) to tl're Slough of

Despond.
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ANEW LOOKAT CFIILCOMB FARM
Stnnley Morcortt iras made a 1ong,
features for u'hich there is yet no
pictogram of 1990, casting doubt

O\ THE \IOR\INC of the ?3rd of N{av,
l99tl. a crop iormation rvas discor.ered in a

rr'heatfield at Cl'rilcomb Farm in Hampshire.
This formatiorr, rvhicl-r gave birth to the term
'pictogram', rvas different from all previous
er.ents which rvere basicallv circular in
configuration; this one was ciecidedly not so:

two unequal circles nearlv ioined togetl'rer by
a stepped passage and flanked by tr,r,o pairs
of boxes.

As this event heralded a major change in
the desigrr of future formations, establisl'ring
rvhether or not it rvas man-made could be an
importarrL pointer to tlre geiluincness or
otheru,ise of similar events.

I rvill start n ith Doug Bor,r.er ancl Dave
Chorlev who claim to have l'roaxed tl'ris and
many of tl-re previous and subsequent
e\/cnts. They claim to have used a harnessed
plank to flatten the crop, and I rvill assume
that tl'ris rvas horv thev created the Chilcomlr
eveni.

Torinr1 neu,spaper, September 9, 1991 ,

reprocluced a natercolour claimed as the
dcsign of lhe lormation Lrelore iLs ar!'atiun irl
t1're rvl'reatfield. See Fig. I. As can be seen,
there are striking differences betrveen the
design and the plan of the actual formation.
{Fig.1). As lircre are no dimensions on
Doug's design, I have scaled it so that it is
the same length as the plan of tl're formation.
In Doug's design, the r'vide section of the
passage is longer, r,r'hi1e tl're narrorv section is
appreciablv sl'rorter, displacing the tn o pairs
of boxes, and joining the sma1l circle. The
boxes are r,r,ider and longer, and the small
circle is smaller.

When a colleague asked D & D on my
bel-raIf ho'lr' thel,managed to create boxes
witl'r no sign of entrv through the standing
crop, they told him they jumped, and that
the disturbance raused on their landing rvas
covered over bv tl're flattened crop. Appll,ing
this Olympic scenario to tl're Cl'rilcomb event,
the n idtl-rs of standing crop between the
passage and the first box, and between the
adjacent boxes, n ere botl'r 2.4 metres (7ft
1 0 7: in). Assuming the crop ivas 2ft higir, a

jumper would need to alIor,r'an extra 2ft on
eitl'rer side in order to clear tl-re standing
crop, making a total jumping distance of 11ft
10 7: in. Because of tl're narrowness of the
boxes, it rvould be necessary to jump from a

standing position. Both gentlemen are
sexagenarians, and as their nocturnal
escapades are supposed to have taken place
after closing time, I have slight reservations
;bout the possibility of tl'ris feat.

l::. 1. shorvs the proposed design
: ":::-r :', a series of equally spaced lines.
- . :: -:- I r.', . :l..ese lines represent the width
---: :::-:::: :::,:r. the perimeter to the centre
.:'.'r:: '. =:.: -- :rel-length plank would
pr.'J ..,: :. :. .. ..:.. lrminished in rr.idth

careful study of floor patterns in crop formations, observing
rational explanation. Here he re-examines the original
on the claims of hoaxers, yet noting a point in their favour.
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Plank

towards the centre. In order to achieve a

smooth, continuous spiral pattem, the
adjustments of the plank angle from ring to
ring would require an extraordinary degree
of precision which I do not believe anyone
could achieve, especially working at night.
If D & D are telling the truth, why didn't
they stick to their carefully produced plan?
According to the Today newspaper: "He
(Doug) often drew them on cardboard and
even in watercolours so that Dave could
memorise them easily." Was there a memory
lapse during the construction of this event or
did they modify the design on site by not

breaking through from the narrol!'passage
into the small circle?

Why tell lies?

A11 these discrepancies, and there are many
more, appear to be more enigmatic than the
phenomenon itself, and suggests, perhaps,
tl'rat Doug's watercolour rr'as produced after
the event.

If D & D aren't telling the truth, rvhy
would they be l1,ing? It has been suggested
that they were recruited bv some unknown
official agencv to promote a hoax hypothesis
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in order to defuse the grorving public
inte,rest in the phenomenon. If tl-ris is so, the'n
it certainly rvorked for the great majoritv,
thougl'r not for the few die-hards, like
myself, wl'ro realise that there are manv
important questions still to be resolved. If a

l-roax hypothesis has been orchestrated, then
someone somer'vhere probably knorvs more
about the phenomenon than rve relatively
fen, enthr:siastic researchers.

A third partv, closely connected with D &
D, rvho, for some unknorvn reason, felt it
necessarv to convince me that the pair n'ere
telling tl're trutir, sl'rowed some careftillv
selected items of D & D crop circle memora-
bi1ia, including the original n atercolour of
the Chilcomb evelLt. Am I, too, gettinB
paranoid r,r,hen I suspect that i am being
targeted because I have rvl'Lat I believe io be
firm evidence, sholving that crop formations
are not created rvith the assistance of a

manually-operated mechanical device? If,
indeed, a clisinformation campaign exists,
then it n ould appear that Doug's rvife is also
a partv to it. For instance, she claims that the
six-petalled designs of 1991 n,ere inspired bv
a piece of needlervork she rvas doing at the
time.

Why did D & D's crop-flattening
demonstration, put on for the benelit of the
nledia, produce such a tangled mess (see

photograph) especiallv as thev h'ere u'orking
with the advantage of davlight? 1\'hv
wouldn't they enter the Crop Circle llaking
Competitioh? Surely a first pnze of f 3,000

would have been tempting, or did ther'
realise that by entering tl'rev might iace

exposure?

On the other hand
The evidence so far seems to tell against the

validitv of D & D's claims. There is, how-
ever, a significant point in their favour.
Wlien, at the end of the 1992 season, D & D
announced to the media tllat thev had
hoaxed a great number of crop formations
and rvere the originators of the phenomenon
in 1978 (a date they later modified to 7976),

they also stated that thev would not be

creaiing any more hoaxes.
To mv knor,vledge, cluring the foilolving

season, 1992, there were no events in the
Cheesefoot Head, Longwood Estate or
Chilcomb areas of Hampshire, other than
trr'o poorlv executed rings in tl're Punch Bowl
'ivhicl-r George Wingfield classified as

hoaxed. In the past this area had been most
proliflc, 17 events in 1990 and 1i in 1991.

According to D & D it n as their favourite
hoaxir-rg area. A logically-minded person
rvould sa,v that tl're conclusion is obvious. I
l'rave put this point to fe1lon, researchers only
to find that thev avoided the issue or offered
an implausible explanation.

Conserving energy

I see the Chilcomb event as an incomplete,
standard, dumbbell formation, the first in an
evolutionary series which culminated in the
huge double pictograms at Alton Barnes,

Milk Hill and West Kennett towards the end
of the season. The axis of this formation
appears to be aligned on a tractor wheel line,
but reference to the photograph on page 24

oi Crolt Circles - Tlrc ltttest Eaidence shows
tl-rat this is not so. If you examine the end of
the narrorv section of the passage, you will
see that the centre is on the left-hand side of
the narrorv strip of standing crop (see the
cross section in Fig. 3). Perhaps tl're circle
maker does not need a tramline to act as a

centralising aris, and onlv needs to locate an

er,'ent paraliel to a tramline for alignt.uet.rt

Durposes.On page 35 of The Lttest Eoidence,

il're so-caileri Caia formatron shorvs the result
of trvir-rg to collstruct a stand and dun]bbell
design ,.vhrch is not parailel to a tramline.

If, in the Chilcomb event, the circk-- maker
used a standard flattening rvidth and l-rad

used the tracior \vheei iine as a central axis,
tiien the passage -rvoirid have been mtlved to
tire rigirt, encroachinq intr.l t.ire second
w,heellrne. i have previousllr posrulated that
illv rveakness rn the densiiv of thc crop ',^.'all

resuits in tire dissipation of the fiattening
lbrcc. The circle maker, in order to avoid ihis
iraopening, ntav har.e clellberatelv located
the passage io ihe left, leaving a strip of
standing crop on the left-hand sirle of the
rigi'rt-hand rvheeiline. Pat Delgado rvrites
(The Ltttest Exidetrce, page 25): "Looking from
the larger circle torvards the smalier one, the
left edge (presumablv he meant the dght
edge) of the lvider pathwav did not run into
ihe tractor-r'l'hee1 track but left a thin line of
standing crop about 8cm r.r'ide." Again, on
page 45, he makes a similar observation
'n,hen describing the construction of an event
on the Longrvood Estate: "On the right-hancl
side of both paihwavs is a thin 1S-cm-'rvide
lir-re of standing crop, a \uery fine detail
indeed whici-r shorvs the precise alignment
capability of rvhatever is controlling the
creative energv." Both tl'rese examples
indicate a desire not to encroach into the
second wheelline and, perl'raps, to avoid the
problem of energv dissipation.

The rvide section of the passage rvas 3.5

metres wide and the narrow section 1.75

metres. This multiple suggests a flattening
width of 0.875 metres (4 times and 2 times
0.875 metres). The large circle, 16.1 metres
diameter, could have been constructed from
9 rings of this width, and the small circle, 7.2

metres diameter, 4 rings. The boxes were 1.2

metres wide. Holver.er, Delgado states that
there n'as a contraflon'ing strip running
along the inside edge of each box, 0.24

metres wide. Subtracting this rvidth and
allow,ing the slighi inaccuracies int he
measurements, the boxes could have been
formed from one flattening lvidth.

In the plrotograph on page 24 of The l-ntest

Ei.tidence tl'Lere are several other interesting
features. Where the crop lav of the large
circle crosses the lramlines, the crop of the
right-har-rd side of the line is only partially
tlattened; tiris defect can also be seen on the
far side of the small circle, and there is a

narro\\'row of standing crop running along
the length of the left-hand side of the tractor
n'heel line. Tliese and other minor crop
flattening defects are commonly found in
most formations, rvhether or not they are
claimed by D & D or located in more distant
areas of the British Isles.

lVeighing up the evidence, I have come to
the tentative, cautious conclusion that the
Chilcomb Farm event was probably genuine;
genuine in the sense that it was not made by
direct human involvement, either with or
rvithout the assistance of a manually-
operated mechanical device. and, therefore,
Doug & Dave's claims in relation to this
event appear to be false.

The "tLurgled mess" oi Doug & Dni:,e's dentollstfiri)11 ctrcle itt 7991
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CEREALOGY AT THE CROSSROADS
Geolge l\'r,r{te /a reviews "the greatest mystery of our time" and the future of The Cerealogist
unde: :.is neu- editorship.

.iS THE FIRST circles of 1993 start to appear
in southern England cerealogy stands at a
crossroads and we can but speculate as to its
future course. It is a course that depends
very largelv on ollr perception of the
phenomenon and on the attraction which it
exerts on a possiblv dw,indling number of
adherents.

To those seeking a scientific solution this
assertion mav seem curious since their
implicit assumption has always been that we
are dealing with some kind of natural
phenomenon horvever bizarre. I don't wish
to disparage scientific research into the
circles since this has been, and must remain,
our first line of approach. But seasoned
researchers must surely be aware by nolr.
that the elusive crop circles - if indeed thev
are not all of human origin as some rvould
have you believe - appear to be something of
a paranormal nature. And we onlv have to
look at the history of other such manifesta-
tions of the paranormal to get some idea of
the way that such events mav develop.

The closest parallel to the outbreak of the
circles in the 1980s and earlv 1990s rr'as
obviously the UFO flap rvl'ricl-r surrounded
the Wiltshire torvn of Warminster betrveen
1964 and the end of the 1970s. This had
manv similarities to the present e\/ents in the
Silbury Hill and Alton Barnes area in that
the principal reports were of mysterious
lights in tire night sky and low over tire hills,
and there were even some instances of
primitive crop circles in wi'reat and barley at
ihat time. Like todav's occurrences, the
Warminster phenomena seemed to posi-
tively respond to ihe sky\4'atchers of tirat era
and to veritablv feed on tl'reir belief and
interest. Also, like todav, groups of sceptics
and debunkers set out to deceive the
believers with torches, kites and balloons
rigged with lighis to piay the role of bogus
LlTOs. It is almost as if this active antipathy
to*'ards the phenomenon and its follou.ers
ir ere pari of the phenomenon iiself.

Cr:iter manrfestations of the paranormal
!-*:r'. :: ::'.: r'ogue for materialisation seances
:: :. : :- : artl the spoonbending;epidemic
. : :.-. :.:- _:-- s .,taxed and waned in a
t:r :.:: :::..r_ r }e obiective lruth or
-:--::. -i: -: :..::a::,r:ed phenOmenaWaS
:.J: :- :: -:-- :,. ::: ::::nined their contin-
ue; :: : -:-::.: l: : : :,, : u1d depend on the
general., rc:.--: . :: :----:: .. hi--h amounts to
the popuiar .o..y:*i:: :=.::i anC that can be
a ven. differenl tir::.-: i',..i:i :a,e r\nenomena
aPPear to Iie oulsrl. e\.-i:.:i ::::.i:rrs.
there will usuallv be stroni r<:r::;:.-'q : .its
acceptance, most often lead rr rr. -.:-
appointed custodians of orthodorr-. This is
certainly true as regards more tangble
phenomena, let alone the paranormal, and
changes in public perception are ven.

more often from the latter. Much ridiculous
stuff in the form of letters and anonymous
calls concerning lshtar and The Friends of
Hekate has come from the circlefaking group
which I described as "CREEP" in the last
issue of Tle Cerealogist.

As I have already written, 1992 was an
annus horribilis as regards the circles. There
was a much higher proportion of fakes than
ever before and doubt and suspicion
permeated every aspect of the subject.
Although much of the faking in the Wiltshire
area was done by the CREEP group (and
this continues in 1993), we should be aware
that other, perhaps not so politically
motivated, fakers were at work there and
also in other parts of the country. The legacy
of all this deception is that even some well
informed cerealogists have begun to doubt
the phenomenon itself and the subject has
been put in disarray. Others maintain that
some mysterious compulsion which is part
of the phenomenon drives circlefakers to
produce their patterns and that we should
include these fakes in our study, a view to
which I have difficulty in subscribing. But
fakes aside, we continue to amass details of
all sorts of effects, such as Andrews' and
Delgado's "gap seeking" which has also
been researched by Stanley Morcom,
indicating that something of an extraordi-
nary nature has occurred in many circles
that seems totally inconsistent with the
Iaying of the crop by conventional human
methods.

So whither cerealogy ? Before addressing
that question, I feel it is important to restate
the Fortean approach which has been the
guiding principle of this journal.
Explanationism has consistently failed to
solve the mystery and, in seeking an
understanding, surely the most b€nefit will
come from close observation and an open
mind. After all,who can explain, for
example, a humming bird? It is, like the
circles perhaps, an enigma and miracle in
itself which does not call for explanation.

For several years we were told in the most
dogmatic manner that the circles were a
natural phenomenon produced by atmos-
pheric vortices. Now some of the same
people are telling us, in equally dogmatic
and strident tones, that 99%, if not all, the
circles are man-made fakes. Their conclusion
is equally false as the history of the zubject,
and most likely its future will show, but that
will not deter the proponents of this theory
from faking circles in order to "prove" that
all circles are fakes.

The crop circle enigma still remains one of
the great mysteries of our time and the
desperate search for explanations has failed
so far to provide an answer. Our most
important task is to continue to bbserve and

Strange lights by ttight, nnlsterious marks irt fields of

ripetting grnin, irlrile scieli lsfs, nrystics and trickste/s

foilou their obses;iorts ncross a lnwrled Iandscape.

gradual.
Each one oi us, scientists, lavmen and

mvstics a1ike. often mistakes for objective
truth our perception oi events, rr'iricir are
ineyitablv determined to sone ertent bv our
kame oi reference. Somehmes one can e\.en
l'onder *'hether sucir a thinE as "objective-
truth" e\isfs at a11 or ri it is er er accessible -

especialh, ior inslance, \\ lt(n rr\ jnS r,'
reconstrdct a car accident or a flght from tite
reports of several n'itnesses. Einstein's
Theory of Relativitv expresses matl.,emati-
cally that obsen ers in different l'rames oi
reference measure such basic attribuies oi a

moving object as mass, iength and time quite
differently (though the differences are
insignificant except wiren relative velocities
approach the speed of light). Analogously,
perceptions of human events - and especially
paranormal events - will often depend on
the frame of reference, or belief system, of
the observer.

With paranormal spoonbending, an
undoubtediy genuine manifestation which is
still often demonstrated today, there has
been no unqualified acceptance by scientific
orthodoxy and the effect, like other paranor-
mal effects, is relegated to a limbo of
disbelief and suspicion. This suspicion
derives from the supposed impossiblity of
what is claimed but also from the fact that
the whole realm of the paranormal serves as
a powerful magnet for charlatans and
deceivers, intent on proving or disproving
this effect or that effect in accordance with
their own particular belief system.

Al1 of these observations apply to the
strange world of cerealogy where only too
often things are not what they appear to be.
In less than six years involvement in these
matters I have from time to time been told
bare-faced lies, supplied with carefully
forged documents, received copious
anonymous letters, even threats, and
collected all sorts of disguised messages (and
odd noises) on my telephone answering
machine. These come both hom people
tn.ing to promote the circles phenomenon
and also from its avowed enemies, though



chronicle these events and at all stages seek

to comprehend the wider picture. The
explanationists have chosen to ignore
completely the other aspects of the subject.
There are, for instance, the lights in the sky,
or luminosities (as Ralph Noyes calls them),
which are frequently reported above or close
to the fields where circles occur. These move
in a seemingly purposive fashion over the
crops, on occasion in amongst the crops, and
are surely connected with the circles
phenomenon itself.

There are also the metaphysical aspects of
the subject which have been explored in a

variety of directions in this journal. There is
the sacred geometry, or, at the very least,
geometrical relationships of a quite excep-
tional order which are embodied in many of
the pictograms. There is the interpretation of
the designs and symbols, not the least of
which has been Professor Gerald Hawkins'
work on diatonic ratios and also Michael
Green's identification of ancient Celtic
symbols. There is too the study of physi'
ological effects reported in the circles, on
which much work has been done by Diana
Clift and Lucy Pringle. And there is a wealth
of research on the dowsing of the circles
which has been carried out by Richard
Andrews, David Tilt, Colin Bloy, Michael
Newark and others.

So despite all those discouragements
which may cause the faint-hearted to drop
by the wayside, cerealogy remains an active
study and the research must continue. There
is no knowing which direction this will take,
or what surprises the circles hold in store for
us. Foremost will be continued scientific
research into the circles. Although the
Project Argus results are conceded to be
disappointing and still await publication,
further testing will be carried out this year.
Every effort must be made to exclude human
interferencesince it appears the Argus
results were to a great extent vitiated by the
hoaxing carried out by Schnabel and others
in that area of mid Wiltshire.

In expressing confidence in the future of
cerealogy, there remains an important role
for The Cerealoglsf and I have recently agreed
to take over editorship of the magazine. John
Haddington will be my deputy editor and
we intend to maintain the ethos and the
format of the magazine very much as it is
now. It will continue to publish a wide
spectrum of views and we will encourage
those closely associated with the subject of
crop circles to speak their minds. Reports
and photographs of circle events in this
country and other parts of the world will be
regularly included. It may be that we will
widen the scope of the magazine to explore
allied anomalous phenomena but only time
will show whether this departure is desir-
able.

Finally I would like to appeal to our
readers to stay with us while these changes
are effected and hopefully The Cerealogist
will go from strength to strength in the
coming years. Let us also hope that 1993 is a
more fruitful year than last and that we see

rather more honesty and less deliberate
deception.

CIRCLE MAKERS OF 7992
l. Krtinig investigates the hoaxing teams who
year's cornfields.

were active in last

Lockericlge, May 25: tlrc circle uith an artful standing tut't, sttid to it'i':: ls'L ,; i-LctIing effect. Suspects,

S chnabel, Irtt ing, P r ice.

created in cooperaiiirn rvith iim Schnabel -
for piclures reier t.-. ir;; Cerealogist,No.T,
pages 3 & 9). But ihe iormalion was good
enough to plea:e orcle-seekers with a

pleasantly open arC innocent mind.
Holever, comtare thLs \\'ansdvke formation
- a 'n ork from iheir middle period - with
earlier efforts and vou ir'ill realise that,
whatever their oIiernal motivation, there
was definiteh' an urge, if not obsession, to
improve and evenluallr' achieve some croP
land art to be croud of, For instance, near
Avebun' and the -{\-enue they had failed
miserablr'. Toqether with their friend (and, it
has to be said, rival) Jim Schnabel, theiu had
created a rather messv formation - two
dumbbelLs, one rr'ith a curved spur, which
should become one of the hallmarks of the
couple's iormaiions. ferhaps it was not only
inexpenence that lead to their failure; maybe
the three circlemakers were neryous because
Avebun'G a comparalively populated area

even during the night. Maybe they were too

IT WOULD BE unfair not to give credit to
individuals and teams who went to so much
trouble creating circles and formations in
1992 (and who, in one case at least, have
started the new season already - I refer to a,

alas, not too impressive circle near Bath).
These human circlemakers may not always
have been guided by the wish to please circle
enthusiasts and experts or by aesthetic
criteria. Some cerealogists might even argue
that the drMng force behind their nocturnal
activities was the intention to confuse,
ridicule and set up crop circle experts and
visitors to the southern English counties
alike. But nobody can deny that their efforts
improved significantly during the course of
the summer season1992.

Take for instance the creators of the
formation which was found one early
morning on the day of the crop circle
contest, in a field near Wansdyke, beside the
road that leads from Alton Barnes to
Lockeridge. The male member of this
cropcircle couple would obviously have
preferred to take part in the contest, but had
been rejected, because his application had
arrived too late. With the help of his female
companion, or should we call her the
"femme fatale of the crop circles", he
produCed a formation and an alpha signa-
ture, being sure that members of the Argus
team could not but find it on their early
morning joumey to West Wycombe. The
couple didnlt create a masterwork - the
formation was even less impressive than
some of their earlier efforts near Lockeridge
and Wroughton. (These circles had been Alton Bames Snail. Authors unknoum; suspects, UBI
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keen, knolving they were being filmed ivith
a nightsight camera. Whatever the reasons,
after the "Avebury Experience" they split
up, staved on their orvn or formed ner.v

nightlv alliances.
In the course of the season our couple

improved significantlv, as the big pictogram
near Froxfield sholved (see flre Cerealogisl
No.8, page 3). Ceorge Wingfield's suspicion
that Froxfield $'as the work of "Spiderman"
and the "Snake" nas only partiallv justified.
"The Snake" had otl'rer things to accomplish.
Our couple rvas so proud of their achieve-
ment that thev coulcln't wait until somebodv
discovered their masterpiece by chance.
The1, felt it was necessary to inform various
"hotlines" about "their discovery" (this is
the typical bel-raviour of rather inexperienced
crop circle makers whose impatience and
vanity compares badly n ith Witshire's
iegendary A-team whicl-r, if it exists, has not
been identified so far.) The response to their
pictogram was varied; some people u,ere
suspicious, a few lvere impressed. But on the
whole it failed to have a significant impact,
because it was too eiaborate, if not pompous.

Let's now look at some of Jim Schnabel's
n'ork. In l'ris nerv book he admits to a

number of circles and iormations, bu: lLis

revelations seem to be not completeh
accurate. On the one hand ]re is too modest
or, should one sav, cautious, despite claims
of his fearlessness, as far as possible court
action is concerned. On the other l'ralLd he
remains silent about other participants and
claims some circles all for himself, for
example, the three circles near Wroughton.
In his book, Jim doesn't mention the
assistance of our couple. We should refrain
from accusing him of vanity and ambition;
let's assume he had good reason to protect
the identity of his helpers. At the end of the
season of 1992, Schnabel proved impres-
sivelv whv he, operating as a one-man team,
had narrowlv failed (because of one
unfortunate mistake) to beat Adrian Dexter
and colleagues at the crop circle contest. His
copy of a traditional pictogram near
Ogbourne St. George (The Cerealogist,No.S,
page 12) was a delightful, if not quite
original, work of crop circle art, and
deserves to appear on a postcard (I can offer
excellent aedal shots, if anybody is inter-
ested). As far as his masterpiece of 1992 (the
so-called "Charm-Bracelet") is concerned, I
have reservations about it, despite its
:e;hnical brilliance and careful design. In my
--::nion it suffers from over-sophistication.
.-s Iim Schnabel tried to incorporate
..:nents of nearly all previous formations,
:.. a:,d his mates had made, to be the
picio$am looked too cleaver by half. Others
mav think differently about the "Bracelet",
because it evokes such a wealth of ways to
interpret its symbolism. The "Symbolisf'
don't seem to mind the incorporation of a

::al rr'atertrough in the "Charm Bracelet",
.. .-.:;: might have been used for filming
: -::.:,i:s :s an unmistakeable identification

-,',':::="=: -.... mal think aboutJim
Sc:rr.a:=- ::: --.:. a:hrilies, nith his forma-
lions, a spr::., a r::.: r.ear Silburv Hitl), a

variety of circles/ rings and oescents in the
Vale of Pewsey and around Avebury, he
definitely played a major part in enriching
the Wiltshire landscape. And he even found
time, together with the aforementioned
couPle, to drive around with gas cylinders
and electric cables in order to provide the
crop circle and UFO community with some
luminosities.

Sadly, it is unavoidable to add a less
pleasant topic. The world of crop circles is
not free of plagiarism and uncredited use of
the ideas of others. According to reliable
sources, the grandmasters of circle land art,
Doug and Dave, were the first to have
designed and used the crescent (for an
unreported formation near Winchester at the
end of 1991). Was Mr Schnabel so impressed
with Doug and Dave's design that he could
not help but copy it? If this is so, he should
give credit to the originators and widen the
list of people whom he thanked for help and
information in his book.

Did Doug and Dave who, despite their

Torsmead copse, Augusl 9. Ring a,illt t;.pctdnge nnd eiistant crescent. Suspect, Schnabel.

announcement of retirement in September
1991, were as active as ever in 1992, create
the best formations of last year? |udge for
yourself and compare their showpiece, the
pictogram of East Meon, with the work of
less experienced newcomers. The creation of
this pictogram of classic design and propor-
tions was filmed by a well known crop circle
(video) maker as a testcase for the experts
and as an occasion for Doug and Dave to
prove their crop circle art under realistic
conditions. There is nothing wrong with this
idea. Only - why do we have to wait such a

long time for these and other moving
pictures of crop circle makers in action, now
that the world portrayed in "Crop Circle
Communique" has changed so drastically
and everybody is waiting for further
enlightenment? We can only hope that this is
not a case where somebody is trying to have
his cake and eat it. I'm sure that the time of
waiting will be over soon and the crop circle
community will see some new film and/or
video footage of the fakers at work.
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ANOMALYLEADS TO ORGO
Andrew Collins outiines his plans for major energy project in
l,gg3,prompted by a photographic anomaly which occurred

during his investigation of a circle at Sompting, Sussex..

IN JII-Y 1992 I stood in a crop formation at

Sompting, Sussex, (the so-called Spectrum
logo) and decided, for thc first time ever, to
half-heartedly draw down atmosPheric
'orgone bioforms' using a simplified form of
what Trevor James Constable, the American
UFO pioneer, referred to as the Star Exercise.

The intention was to take some time delay
photographs as I visualised a vortex of white
energy rising upwards into the air while
seeing tiny lightforms spiralling down
towards the circle. In this way I believed I
might iust be able to photo$aph something
akin to the phenomenon caught on camera
so many times by Constable and others since
the 1950s.

The rneditation was begun and after some
five minutes i rvalked back to the camera,
u,hich l'd stood on a tripod, and pressed the

time delav button. I then returned to the
circle and continued the visualisation
process. After hearing the camera click, I left
the meditation again tcl take tlt'o further time
delav shots. With tilese i decided io continue
the visualisation from the positicn of the
camera instead of returning to the centre of
the circle.

For the exercise I used 200 ASA siide film
in a Nikon FG2O SLR camera n ith its focus
lixed on infinity. The shutter speed on this
bright, but cloudy day n'as around 1/250
per second.

When I collected the finished slides I
flicked through each in turn. One caught mv
attention and made me churn inside. Or,. the

first of the three shots taken during the
meditationai exercise in the Sompting
formation - the one sho'n'ing me in the circle
- rvas an anomalous ellipticai mass in the skv
above my head. It was in a horizontal
position and although shadowlike in
appearance it actuallv contained a colour
graduation into iis centre of green, b1ue,

indigo and violet.
The image n,as quite distinct, et en on the

smali slide, and enlarged prints only
increased its obiectivity.

Explanations failed me. Could it be an
insect passing close to tl-re lens as the picture
rvas taken? No, I am told ihat under most
usual circumstances an insect rvould not be
seen by the film emulsion at such a fast

shutter speed (perhaps I should lry some
experiments in front of a bees' nestl).
Anyrvay, it doesn't look like anv insect I
know. It certainly isn't an emulsion stain as I
carefullv checked the slide under a micro-
scope. It is not the clouds opening, either, as

I rvould have noticed this when looking
through the camera viewfinder.

I am left with the distinct possibiiitv that
what I caught on film was a genuine
anomaly, due to my rendition of the Star

Exercise and the presence of the crop

T/ris ORTEC orgone engineerirg droice is the only operatbe e:tnnryle iit Britaitr todny

August, both in a lecture and privately to
those rvho irar.e been actively pursuing this
line of research for some lrears.

I ofriciallv launched the whoie project -

ivhich rvill be called ORGONE93 unless you
hear otherwise - at the City Circles Sympo-
sium at Conway Hall, London, on Saturday,
26 September i992. This event attracted a
capacity audience of 100 who Patiently
endured me going on for some six hours
about orgone, earth mysteries, bioforms,
abduction experiences, photograpl'dc
anomalies and the hoaxing phenomenon.
Martin Wasey, the British representative for
the American group Borderland Sciences

Research Foundation, gave a brief lecture on

current cloudbusting exploits in America
and his otvn views on the fulure of etheric

science.
The panel debate included Tony Beddoe,

an orgone specialist from Wales (who

actualiy operates a cloudbuster); Nick
Ransom (aka Ferris) a Manchester student
and reader of Reich, chaos and physics;

Johnny Merron, a close friend and co-
ordinator of the Dragon Project in the 1980s;

Martin Wasey and mvself.
ORGONE 93 has already attracted the

interest of one biophysicist and the proiect
looks set to take place. If you want to take

part Fst stay tuned. But beyond that is
something importan| the way forward if
you like, a new understanding of the crop
circle phenomenon.

formation (it doesn't, of course, vindicate lts
authenticitv, I'm afraid). Whether genuitre or
not, tl-re picture inspired me. If I could
achier.e this sort of result in just ten minutes
of half-hearted meditation, I\'hat couid a co-

ordinated team do out in t1'Le fields of
\Viltshire over a l\r'o-\\'eek periodi

iv{-v- thoughts tr'ere doubh'kindled after
hearing about the success of Steven'struc-
tured craft' Grear's Proiect Starlight, which
set up shop on Woodborough Hiil near

Devizes for trvo weeks at the end of July
1992. Amid laser light displays and mentai
communication his team clocked up one

pretty decent UFO sighting and several other
appearances of inexplicable lightforms.
What's more, their presence (even discard-
ing the laser show) seemed to act as a

catalvst for a number of quite seParate

sigirtings of unidentified luminosities in the

areas of Alton Barnes, Huish and -

Woodborough Hill.
Bearing ail this in mind, I felt it could

prove resourceful to Co-ordinate a Project to
scientifically test the relationship between
life energy (using orgone as a role model)
and ancient sites, crop circles, luminosities,
non-locality (or psychic communication),
and photographic anomalies.

City circles symposium
I floated the idea of an orgone project at lhe
C er ealo gi s t rriagazine's annual Cornference in



ARTHUR SFIUTTLEWOOD REVISITED
Brian Grist loooks back to the 7960s, when crop formations were seen in the UFO-haunted fields
around Warminster.

Arthur Shuttlewood

ARTHUR SH{TITLEWOOD IS a name that
one is advised to use with care and discre-
tion, especially when talking to sfrangers: a

lesson I learned in no uncertain manner back
in the Summer of 1991 during the course of
the one and only occasion on which I have
met and conversed with the Wessex Sceptics.
The meeting took place at Beckhampton
prior to the group's execution of the Clench
Common hoax and, although they were
understandably reluctant to provide full
details of their immediate plans, I was left in
no doubt that they were then working
towards a major 'test' of certain researchers'
claims to be able to distinguish a fake circle
from the so-called'genuine' article. Our
dialogue was as absorbing as it was well-
mannered.; until, that is, I committed the
unpardonable heresy of letting
Shuttlewood's name trip off my tongue,
whereupon one member of the group (who
had remained conspicuously silent up to this
point) suddenly erupted with a torrential
storm of verbal abuse which succeeded in
both embarrassing his colleagues and
scuppering what had otherwise been a
constructive discussion on the relative
importance of the hoax hypothesis. That the
meeting should have closed in such a
disagreeable manner was highly regrettable
in my view and the pity of it was that I was
prevented from giving voice to the point I
intended to make- a point that I now choose
to commit to paper in the privacy of my own
home, without fear of interruption (I have
nevertheless taken the precaution of
disconnecting the telephone, just in case ....).

That isolated individuals should react to
the very mention of Arthur Shuttlewood in
such an aggressive way (fuelled in the above
instance, I suspect, by beer) is not altogether
surprising on account of the man's reputa-
tion as the'LIFO crank'who almost single-
handedly, through his reportage in the local
press and the halfdozen or so books he

wrote on the subject, established tl're

reputation of Warminster as a veritable
Mecca for UFO enthusiasts betrveen the mid-
1960s and late 1970s. The fact is, however,
that Shuttlewood's shadow has been present
in crop circle studies ever since those circles
were discovered at Westbury in 1980 (the
occasion, incidentally, of one of his last
pubiic utterances in the pages of the short-
lived NOWI nervs magazine that same year)
and the purpose of this article is to indicate
that the shadorv may well have more
substance than many will have appreciated
to date.

It is perhaps rvorth noting in the first
instance that, even though they may not
alrr'avs care to acknowledge it, most of those
rr'ho har-e been investigating crop circles for
anv appreciable amount of time have found
.ause io consult at least one of
Shuttlerr'ood's books at some iuncture. The
atffachon has precious little to do with the
author's vieu's on the events described, but
is primarilv attributable to ihe eye-witness
testimonres that abound in great profusion
in his rr'orxs. Those r.vho seriously doubt tl'ris
claim need onlv turn to the Reference pages
of Tlrc Crrcles E.ffect and lts Mysteries (pp. 101-
103), n'here ther.rr'ill discover that Dr.
Terence lleaden \\'as not only familiar rvith
Shuttlerr'ood's n'orks but extracting material
from them in the pursuit of his own research
(one small gripe here: \{eaden also quoted
Shuttlewood directlv inThe Goddess of the

Stones, p.39, rvithout crediting eiiher the
source or the speaker). Indeed, one can
argue that Shuttle'rvood's greatest gift was as
a collator and presenter of tales, some of
which were precariouslv tall, told bv other
people and one can hardlv fail to be
impressed by the number of pages he
devoted to these in proportion to the space
given to his own often erratic struggle to
make some sort of sense of rvhat rvas
happening (many a reader has gi.r,en up on
him on reading of his encounters rl,ith 'alien
intelligences', which are no easier to accept
today than when first written).

Not everyone will accept that
Shuttlewood's books bear any relevance to
what has been going on in the fields during
the last few years, but there are certain
passages in them which, I believe, may have
considerable bearing on recent develop-
ments. It is interesting to observe, for
example, Shuttlewood writing in the
following fashion: 'Natural UFOs have
apparently always existed, and the appear-
ance of sentient life may be an illusion-
although quite an understandable one'
UFOs- Kzy to theNew Age,1971,,p.29), and
then toying with the notion of Alpha
particles to suggest that under certain
circumstances'a large colony will form, as

coherent as a settling bee swarm, as distinct
as a shoal of fish ... A plasma will form and a

primitive UFO begin to take shape, acting in
the usual manner and becoming visible
around the plasma with rising hysteria
value, invisible when equilibrium is restored
... Flashes of light, sound and electrical
potential will be emitted ... The most
disturbing effect on humans is sound-
though the energy emitted is exceptionally
small.'(Ibid., p.31).

Comments like these are not normally
associated with Shuttlewood because few, if
any, researchers have seen fit to allude to
them and yet one can scarcely avoid reading
them without recognising strong hints of
how Dr. Meaden's sometime-luminous,
electrically-charged plasma vortex might
appear to an untutored eye. The same
volume from which these lines were culled
also contains, following the title page, four
black-and-white photographs of crop
damage, one of which clearly depicts a

triangular-shaped patch of flattened corn at
Cradle Hill, Warminster, circa 1970-71..

Those who persist in the belief that the
phenomenon has only recently'evolved'
towards such designs should avoid looking
at it - unless, that is, they are willing to risk
experiencing a crisis of faith.

A prototype plasma vortex and triangles
in the corn? But wait, there's more; the
following passage has been alluded to on a
number of occasions (Paul Fuller recently
drew attention to it in the pages of Crop
Watcher) anil yet it is well worth quoting
from it again at length: 'Sightings in late
January and early February carry the Thing
story into 1965 with no lessening of inten-
sity. Along the road between Sutton
Common, Norton Bavant and Heytesbury,
in wooded areas usually near marshland, a

number of obvious landing spots have been
brought to my notice. In every case, reeds
and grass have been curiously flattened in
what invariably seems to be clockwise
fashion, blades swept smoothly inert in
shallow depressions. Yet there were no signs
of tripod legs having gouged the soil
beneath: simply these circles ... It is signifi-
cant that most circles, depressed and clearly
formed, measure exactly thirty feet in
diameter, some beyond this figure... One
could understand a too-zealous believer in
flying saucers hying to fake such circles
deliberately ... But all the same I have run a
Geiger counter over the circles. There is
definitely no radioactivity in these places.'

Appearing on page 153 of Shuttlewood's
very first book (The Warmircter Wstery,
published in 1957), the above was one of the
first documented reports of a modern British
circle event (the incident at Evenlode in 1950
may be its sole British predecessor, but I'm
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open to correction here), and as such clearly
establishes the author as one of the founding
fathers among crop circle observers. The
tone of the piece also indicates that he was
genuinely perplexed by what he discovered
and it is significant that he does not attribute
them to a flying saucer or alien spaceship
('there were no signs of tripod legs having
gouged the soil beneath ...') but believes
them to mark the spots where'Things have
silently touched down'. Now, anyone who is

familiar with Shuttlewood's work will
recognise that the author was making an
important distinction here, for 'The Thing'
was the term commonly used by both
Sl'ruttlewood and the residents of
Warminster to describe aerial components
that did not subscribe to then popular
notions of what either alien spaceships or
even the most unconventional man-made
crafts were supposed to look like. Indeed,
the evidence of Shuttlewood's musings in
the later book, as quoted earlier, suggest that
the author was prepared to consider these

circle-making'Things' as potentially natural
in origin. Oddly enough, a re-acquaintance
with his writings reveals that Shuttlewood's
subsequent descriptions and comments on
the cause of other similar ground markings
were tempered with a degree of restraint
which was nothing if not unrepresentative of
his normally exuberant and rather florid
prose style. I would refer those who are
inclined to doubt this assertion to the
controversial Bryce Bond case i\The Flying
Saucerers, where they will find the account
rendered entirely in Bond's own words with
no supplementary embellishments from
Shuttlewood- reinforcing the probability that
the author was not of a mind to whole-
heartedly endorse an'extra-terrestrial'
explanation for crop circles simply because,

regardless of what he might have preferred
to believe, he found little if any hard
evidence to support the proposition.

Closer examination of the extract from
The Warminster Mystery brings another factor
into play, which can be summed up by citing
Arthur Shuttlewood as a pioneer of the hoax
hypothesis- the very point, in fact, to which
the individual mentioned at the beginning of
this article took such violent exception. No
matter how implausible this notion may
seem, the supporting evidence cannot be
more boldly stated: 'One could understand a

too-zealous believer in flying saucers tq/ing
to fake such circles deliberately'. You can
read this sentence any way you want, but it
surely implies that Shuttlewood was quite
prepared to entertain the possibility of a
hoax. Whether or not he personally sub-
scribed to this view (he appeared not to have
done so) is largely irrelevanh the point is
that he actually aired it in print as a possible
explanation. Furthermore, Shuttlewood
proceeded to supply a few salient details
conceming the construction of the circles,
including approximate sizes and the
observation that the plants were swirled in a

clockrarise fashion, which will have served as

valuable source material for the would-be
faker.

It may only be coincidence (!), but it is
interesting to recall Doug Bower's claim to
have returned to Britain from Australia,
where he first gained knowledge of circular
traces (as at Tully, perhaps?), in 1966- the
same year as Shuttlewood's discovery. The
Norton Bavant event was not made public,
however, until the following year when 7he

Warminster Wsfery was published and
became a best-seller; by which time, of
course, the self-proclaimed'land-artist' was
presumably resettled in Britain. It is feasible
that Doug and Dave had neither read nor
heard of Shuttlewood prior to the com-
mencement of their noctumal adventures in
the mid-to-late 1970s, but their oft-stated
awareness of Warminster as the centre of
alleged UFO activity indicates that they were

by no means ignorant of what was being
reported from that town, primarily by
Arthur Shuttlewood.

According to their statements in the
Today newspaper, the Bower-Chorley
partnership did not open its account in the
fields until 1,978, the same year as the first
event recorded in Andrews'and Delgado's
Circular Eoidence. Here is another 'coinci-
dence', one which has raised suspicions that
the Doug & Dave story was specifically
designed to :fit' the Circular Evidence
chronology. Well, perhaps.it was. Then
again, perhaps not. Either way, we are
obliged to enquire as to who or what was
creating circles prior to 1978 and to bear in
mind the fact (which will, I'm sure, be
discomforting to some) that Shuttlewood
had already written the first line of the hoax

hypothesis a whole decade earlier.
The point, then (if it is not already

blatantly obvious), is that the hoax hypoth-
esis has been in contention for a consider-
ably longer period of time than the majority
of our present-day commentators would
have us believe. In short a basic primer for
the enterprising hoaxer has been in the
public domain in the shape of Shuttlewood's
early report for no less than 25 years! A
quarter of a century is time enough, in my
view, to offer a potent challenge to those
who persist in promoting the myth of an
'age of innocence'in which hoaxing was
regarded as nothing more than a spurious
side-issue. All of which poses a fascinating
and vitally important question to all who are
interested in the crop circle debate: DID
ARTHUR SHUTTLEWOOD LNTWIT-
TINGLY INSPIRE THE NOTION OF, AND
PROVIDE AN ACCEPTABLE MOTIVE
FO& THE HOA)ONG OF CIRCLES BACK
IN 1967?

Ifs a question which may prove difficult
to answer and yet one to which I would
earnestly recommend dedicated researchers
of all persuasions to grant the most careful
consideration. It might be impertinent of me
to suggest as such, but we might make a

start by contemplating whether or not there
is/was any tangible connection between
Shuttlewood's conjectured motive for faking
circles and Doug & Dave's intentions, as

declared in Today: '....we should flatten
some corn to make it look like something
had landed during the night.'

Published irr UFOs - Key to the New Age 0971) ioith t|rc caption, "l-arge triangular shaped area,30

feet by 50 feet,lormd in cornfield the day after a landing near Crndle Hill, Warminster ."
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ENTER THE SI{AMANS
lohn Haddington sees beyond the unsubstantiated claim that the 1992'charm bracelet' or Mandala
was a Schnabel hoax, and finds meaning in its Celtic symbolism.

THE SHAMAMC MANDALA was certainly
the revelation of the year. This huge and
beautifully constructed cropcircle appeared
near to Silbury Hill on the 18th of August
this year was surveyed by John Martineau
and Cl.ris Mansell and photographed by
Busty Taylor and others before it was
harvested the following day. This was
extremely lucky, for had it not been spotted
a very large amount of information would
have been lost. Its brief existence was just
long enough for the relevant information to
be gathered. It was Busty Taylor who first
recognised the connection between
Cropcircles and Celtic design back in 1988.
Busty saw the first great Celtic Wheelcross a
design that he had requested in quiet fashion
while flying over the very same field in
Hampshire the day before. So it is Busty
whom I must thank for putting me onto that
line of investigation. The ensuing years
events simply confirm these first thoughts on
the subject.

After the Cornference in August last year,
I joined the rest of my family for a week's
bucket and spade holiday in Cornwall. One
rainy day we decided to visit Tintagnel, and
went to a side show with our three children
that depicted the life of King Arthur in
twelve minutes flat. Outside in the lobby,
there were souveniers and books on sale,
largely to do with Arthur and Merlin, but

some \\,ere to do with Celtic culture and
practices as well. Among these volumes I
spotted an intriguing title,"The Celtic
Shaman" by John Matthews. Turning the
pages I came to a diagram depicting the
wheel of directions and elements, or the
Eight Paths betrveen the Worlds, and was
intrigued if not astonished to see that this
was essentiallv the same diagram as the
formation tl'rat had recentlv appeared by
Silbury Hill. In fact everything seemed to be
in the right place around the points of the
compass. For convenience sake I will call this
formation the Shamanic Mandala and I will
run the ttr'o diagrams together to illustrate
tlriq nninr

The Serpent Goddess has her origins in
Crete, the home of the Megalith builders
*'here the lvlinotaur was imprisoned within
Labvrinth, and slain by the Greek hero
Theseus, the son of King Aegeus. The
Serpent Coddess is thought to be Rhea the
mother of Zeus, who was by tradition born
in the Dicfian cave which is to be found
n'ithin the boundaries of the Lisithian Plain
an incrediblv fertile aluvial basin high up in
the mountains of eastern Crete. Several
figurines of the Goddess were found by Sir
Arthur Evans in the 1920's when he
excavated the Palace of Knossos. She is
depicted in one artifact as holding two
snakes aloft in her hands, rvhile in another

sl're holds her arms downwards with the
snakes crawling dolvn the lengths of her
arms with another serpent coiled on her
head dress.

There is also a clay disk which is inscribed
with a series of glyphs tl'rat have never been
decoded and they run in a spiral fashion
down the body of a coiled serpent, the head
towards the centre of the disk.

There is a reflection of this serpent
worshiping society in the monuments that
our own Bronze age peoples left behind in
the landscape around Avebury. Michael
Dames in his book the Silbury Treasure
draws a parallel between the Minoan culture
and that of the British megalith builders,
both of whom recognised the snake as an
archetype of the life force. The ancient
priests of those times used to sacrifice Bulls
at certain times of the year to the Sky God,
whom they believed would descend from
the heavens as a bridegroom for the Great
Earth Goddess. The Bull symbolised the
ultimate in male potency and fertility. The
Cretans believed that the horns of the Bull
acted as a concentrated store of potent male
energy, so the head of the BulI was dedi-
cated to the Sky God, whereas the blood was
offered to the Earth Goddess. It would
appear that this practice was also adopted
by the British Megalith builders of that time.

It is worth noting that in the Necklace
formation, the blades of the Labrys point to
Blood and Water, the stuff of life itsetf, and
that line when extended points to Silbury
Hill, the seat of the Great Earth Goddess as if
to suggest that it was here that the ceremony
of Bull sacrifice took place. It is said that
around Martinmass in November, on the
sixth day of the new moon, two young white
bulls, or Freemartins would be sacrificed to
promote fertility for the land and its people.
This would explain why the moon on the
Necklace formation is in crescent form.

The serpentine form of the Avenue at
Avebury passes through the great monu-
ment from the Sanctuary - the head of the
serpent - to the tip of the tail several miles
away to the west of Beckhampton. Perhaps
the most extraordinary feature is the
inclusion in the formation of the cattle water
trough as if to emphasise the importance of
this element and to indicate the presence of
the Bull. Notice that each one of the eight
events around the ring is opposite its pair
thus. The Heart and Water ( Blood and
Water). The Key and Keyhole.(Male and
Female) The Sun and The Earth.(The Above
and Below) The Moon and The Stars.( The
Consciousness, and Subconscious) The
chapter in which we find this diagram is
entitled Gateways to Other Worlds. Yet
more references to gateways, and surely
more than a coincidence. Also of note is the

i3"t'

Shamanic Mandala.

North. The short Trident of the Sun,
North East. The crescent Moon,
East. The Keyhole,*
South Easi. The Heart ofBos,**
South. Cemunnos,***
South Wcst. The Cosmos,
Wes!. The Key of lr{ercury,****
North West. A cattle water trough,*****
Centre. The Labrys,

* FemaleaspectofMercury,** Sacrilicial BulI,*+* The Celtic God with Antlers,
:::. The male aspect of Mercury,**tr* An incorporated field feature.

The Eight Paths.

The path of finding Wisdom.
The path of Inspiration.
The path of Opening the Ways.
The path of Strength.
The path of Coming into Being.
The path of Insight.
The path of Passing Within.
The path of Cleansing.
The Creahve Principle. (Deity/Selfl

( The Cosmos = Human consciousness,)
( The Crescent Moon = The Subconscious)
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geometric layout of the eight paths which
form a double square. The primary square is

that of The Sun, Mercury(+), The Earth,
MercuryC). and the secondary square of The

Moon, Water, The Cosmos, and Bull's Heart.
There are also two triangles suggested by the

iuxtaposition of these elements. To the North
are those elements pertaining to "The
Above" and to the South are those pertain-
ing to "The Below".

I contacted fohn Matthews the author of
the Celtic Shaman and told him of this
extraordinary discovery. Although relatively
unfamiliar with the cropcircle scene, when
he l'rad seen John Martineau's drawing of the

pictogram he could see that this was indeed

a close pictorial rePresentation of his
diagram of the eight paths. He found this
intriguing, for he says that this concept of his

is not of an ancient tradition but one that has

come to him over his years of sfudy as a

shaman. On further questioning it turned
out that ]ohn Matthews is a member of a

Shamanic grouP that sometimes assembles

in the Avebury area to celebrate one or other
of the Celtic feast days. Can it be that like
Busty Taylor, john Matthews has l'rad his
own personal pictogram Sranted him by the

Circlemakers? John thinks that this is
unlikely, and only recognises certain
similarities between his own diagram and the

Silbury hitl formation. The other alternative is

that this is a formation constmcted by
someone who read ].Mathews's book and

worked to the same criteria as myself. I feel

that this is unlikely for many reasons but one

must not ignore the possibility. The reader

can judge this for himself.
An interesting revelation to be found

within this pictogram, is that of the sign for
the female aspect of Mercury' This is denoted

in three ways. Firstly by lying opposite the

Key sign and by representing a Keyhole, this
pairing exhibits obvious Freudian connota-

tions of Male and Female principles, but these

two qrmbols are the onlY ones on the

pictogram which are attached to rings with
an alleyway tfuough the standing crop,which
again marks them as having a mutual
connection. As I have stated in previous
writings, the double prong is the sign for
Mercury and the ring with a line through it
represents Water or Mercury.

However as Mercury has an androgenous

nature it follows that there should be a

different sign to denote each asPect. So here

we have two clues to the identity of these

symbols, whichl would strongly srggest
represent the Male and Female aspects of
Mercurius, serving as a balance in the
direction West, Eas! to the Above and Below,

and indeed indicating above all else, the

i.':

NEW SWIRLED ORDER
Michael Glickman

THE ANNUAL GENERAL Meeting of the

CCCS kicked the season into play and, once

again, members were bewildered by the

keynote lecture Presented in the afternoon.
Last year's lecture by the lady spectacle-

maker was so peculiar that many people

were curious as to the motives behind
management's choice.

This year our credulity was even further

strained. Two gents wittered on for an hour,

sharing the platform, and once again testing

the audience to its limit. Simply, nobody
understood what they were talking about!

I have given this some thought and I now
understand the masterful strategy of the

CCCS council. They realise that, as the

circles reappear, we will experience the

inexplicable. They feel that, like some kind of
Zen initiation test, it will help prepare us if
we have to suffer, at the start of each season,

a totally meaningless and impenetrable
presentation. Having understood this I am
now fiIled with admiration for the perform-
ers of the last two years. How difficult it
must be to plan and sustain incomprehensi-
bility for so long.

i.i

The morning was devoted to the formal
business of the CCCS, elections, accounts,

budgets. Readers will know me to be a

reasonable and unprovocative figure and so

they will share my astonishment when I
report that, after making a typically under-

stated contribution, I was accused of being

"messianic". I know that there has been

some publicity about the large number of
politicians, iudges and particularly police
officers involved in Messianic Lodges but
this kind of thing has never appealed to me.

I had obviouslY made a mistake so I
checkel it in the dictionary. "Messia'nic; a.

Intelligent, astute, articulate, lucid; also very
good looking." I stupidly had not under-
stood and I would like to thank the lady at

the AGM (whose name unfortunately I did
not catch) for her compliment.

My view is that our understanding of the

Circles will increase at a Pace established by
their authors, and no quicker. We should
har,e learned by now that they will not be

tricked or lured into disclosure. This is

certainlv not a suggestion that we stoP

research and enquiry; it is a plea for a calmer

and more relaxed spirit as the phenomenon
unfolds. It should - above ali - be fun.

lVith this in mind,l have been bemused

and a little disturbed bv news and communi-

cations from the USA. Let me make it clear

that some of my best friends are Americans!
I visit the country at least twice a year and I
love it. I speak the language quite well,
though that is hardly surprising since I was

American in my last incarnation.
A well-known Californian croPPie wrote

asking my help in a circle-making competi-
tion in oil-seed rape. I called him to thank
him for his letter and to say, politely, that

this was not my area of interest. He let me

know, clearly, aggressively and at some

length, that the only research of any value

was being undertaken by his comPatriots
and the "Brits" were all useless. This was

followed up by a further letter in much the

same offensive tone.
And then at about the same time, a coPy

of a Crop Circle iournal, published in
America, was delivered' I was shocked to

see the plan of the 1992 Silbury Charm
Bracelet published above a copyright symbol

and a name. Now, we all know that the

bracelet was heroically surveyed at the

eleventh hour by ]ohn Martineau, Chris

Mansell and Dave Gilfoyle- What is going on

here? Attempting to claim a crop circle

survey as personal intellectual property is

rather like trying to Patent an oak tree!

Experience suggests that involvement
with the circles is, generally, pleasurable and

rewarding. Transatlantic involvement seems

- occasionally - to make people frantic,

anxious and rude.

i.i

But the worst wa, Y"t to 
"o-". Ji*

Schnabells much-rumoured book Round in

Circles hrrally appeared, and what a nasty
little effort it is. He sprays allegation and

innuendo mindlessly at good and decent

people, taking care (the coward) to steer iust
ihi" sid" of libel, and producing not a shred

of hard evidence to back up his fantasies. It
tells us nothing about the circles but is a

terrific read for those who wish to know
more about youngJim's emotional freight.

,.:*

In my last column, I referred to "the
Andrews brothers, Colin and Richard" and

their abduction by the ClA. This produced
more mail than anything else I have ever

written; people were very concerned to
correct me. I must tell the kuth; I knew they

weren't brothers and, frankly, they have not

really been spirited away by agenis. It was

supposed to be amwing.
Ah, welll It made Barbara and Beth, the

Davis sisters, laugh. I do assure you!
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INTO'93
SOME OF THE Wiltshire formation up to
midsummer, photographed by Busty Taylor.

Right, a dumb-bell with grapeshot at the
stone avenue, Avebury, and. a ring near
Silbury Hill. Below, a circle in rape near
Avebury.

This May 1993 pictogram (bottom, right),
at Kennewick, Washington State, USA, was
photographed by Illyes. Curved stalks
(bottom, left) from this formation were
inspected by Dr Levengood, scientific
consultant to the Operation Argus project.
His comment: "That takes some force. This is
a very clear-cut non-hoax."

A full report of this pictogram with a set
of four photographs can be had by sending
€5 or $10 to Ilyes, PO Box 1732, Port
Angeles, WA 98362,U54. As US Co-
ordinator for CCCS, she will be speaking at
the Bath Conference on 7 August.
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'The Cerealogist' is sold

Altemative Bookshop
15 Margaret's Buildings
BATH
BA1 2IP

Arcania New Age Centre
17 Union Passage

BATH
BAi lItE

Mr Bob Girard
Arcturus Book Service
1443 S E

Port St Lucie Boulevard,
l'ort St Lucie
FLORIDA 34952

United States of America

Aristia
Unit N, Royal Albert Walk
Albert Road
Southsea
PORTSMOUTFI
PO4 OTT

Atlantis Books
5 Museum Street
Bloomsbury
LONDON
WC1A 2SE

Spacelink Books
Mr Lionel Beer

115 Hollybush Lane
HAMPTON
Middlesex
rw12 2QY
(Mail order only)

in these bookshops

Body and Soul
52 Hamilton Place

EDINBURGH
EI]3 sAX

Ms Gillian Smith-Dennis
Circle Seekers Distributing
113 Famham Street SE

Kentu'ood, MI 49548

United States of America

Compendium Bmkshop
234 Camden I-ligh Street

LONDON
NWl 8QS

Forbidden Planei
71 New Cxford Street
LONDON
WC1A iDC

Friar Street Bookshop
142-143 Friar Street
READINC
RG1 lEX

Goshen Studio
Bunloit
DRUMNADROCHII
Invemesshire
IV3 6XH

Gothic Image Limited
7 High Street
GLASTONBUR\'
Somerset
BA5 9DP

The Henge Bookshop
Avebury
MARLBOROUGH
Wiltshire
SN8 lRF

The Inner Bookshop
Mr Anthony Cheke
111 Magdalen Road

OXFORD
OX4 1RQ

Inspiration BookshoP

28 Devonshire Road
Chiswick
LONDON
W4 2I'{D

Mysteries Bookshop
9-11 Monmouth Street
LONDON
WC2H 9DA

Odd n' Interesting
20-21 Southside Street
Barbican
PLYMOUTH
PL1 2LD

The OId Candleshop
The Bridge
BOSCASTLE
Cornwall
PL35 OHE

Mr M D CLai,
PCCS Ptr" Limited
PO Box 1146

MOUNTAIN GATE
VIC 3156

AUSTRALIA

The Quay BookshoP
16 Quay Street
PENZANCE
Corn*,all
TR18 4BD

Specialist Knowledge Services

Saint Aldhelm Books

20 Paul Street
FROI{E
Somerset
BA11 lDX

The Waggon and Horses
Beckhampton
MARLBOROUCH
Wiltshire
sNS 1Qj

Waterstones Books
4 Milsom Streei
BATH
BA1 1DA

Waterstones BookshoP
27 College Green
BRISTOL
BS8

Watkins Books
19 Cecil Court
Charing Cross Road

LONDON
WC2N 4EZ

World of Difference
Ecology CenEe
21 Endell Street
LONDON
WC2H 9BJ

SVenl aa Euening ruitf

DOUG BOTryTR
o/ Doug & Daue loaxing /ane
lanD his awanrrcnsis, Keil tsroutil.

O Hear lJon, $ey starteD wa(itlg Coru Crrc/a i, ,pz4 of
quintap/eu, Ringq Su,astifias aul ile reaz/atilhary

FictolJram,e.
O Dou,t rui/l Denrunstrate tfeir H1AYING
EQUIP;ENT - tfre Cross-7tiece, Tripo\s, Measuring Sucrts,

slecta/ rlrcl anD tfe faunus Stic(-anD-Reins.

O vieru Doug's ottn pfongrapls of il9i, e4r/y corn
circ/u, some niuer sein before - puacfhon/ ryflo ant a// I
Westbury circ/a ryflo.

Question Doag t0 ynill reart's coruteat anl tecite for
,yoarse/f rufellt, ile ehtire sahject rs a /oax starteD 6y ooug

a Oaie, or is Dlai rea//y a Goaernment Secret Ageil bin!
rl-Clx urt/t

welnuDay,, 6.rub at Tle Nafferton ua[ ronruonger.

r, *,iffii q it r, /60 r o ugf' w ilt s le n t ia n ce by u i0 la u t
Ban( aear rowa ua//).

Welnes)all t Aagtust at Nea/'s Yar| Meeting Rlokts/

Couefit Garlen, Loalon WCt.

rxfiLits open Zpnr. Discussion Z1o-rolm
tutf euents 1,5 at tle loor.

CIRCUM CEREAL Ltd
Pictograms For A11 0ccasions

Garden Parties, Weddings,
Birthdays, Bar Mitzvahs,

Church Fetes, Goddess Rituals,
Acid Raves, Idle Mischief.

GI.JAR.AI\|-I_EED
GETV I.JTN E!

Celtic, Indo-Aryan
Amerindian motifs

a speciality

Associated
lightforms

UFO's, BVM's
Orgone Anomalies

by request

Telephone Mr Ophidios in confidence:
oa6s 3Lo7 3L

Circle nakers since 1678 Bevare of Imitators
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TRICKY JiM
Brian Grist

ROUND IN CIRCLES
lim Schnabel

Hamish Hamilton, f16.99

WELL, SUMMER'S HERE and ihe ;ime is
ripe for flattening the corn, bovs ... antl .,r'hat

better way to sharpen the appeiite lcr |et
another season of pastoral pranks than io be
served u'ith the work under revier.,' here?... a

title which has been arvaited rr'ith a consiC-
erable degree of apprehension b\. thurse nost
likely to feature in it.

As it happens, a bit of a fuss n'iII un-
doubtedly be to the title's commercral
advantage since sales of books on crop
circies have nose-dived since those headr'
davs of 1989-90 rvhen public inlerest r' as a:
a peak. The l'righ cover price of this nerr'
addition to the canon is hardly likelv to
tempt anyone without a vested interest in
the subject to make an impulse purchase, so
it needs all the attention it can get and there
is no doubt in my mind that it desen'es our
attention on a number of counts - not the
least being the quality of the author's r,r'riting
talent: a factor which should not be over-
looked in any assessment of what he actuallv
has to say. And what he has to say is by
turns absorbing, amusing, problematical
and, as one might expect, controversial.

jim Schnabei is by no means a stranger to
controversy of course, and has over the past
couple of vears graduated from his initial
role as an observer of a highly contentious
topic and its more conspicuous spokesper-
sons to become a figure of controversy in his
own right. On taking an active interest a
couple of seasons ago, in June 1991, he soon
established himself as a familiarly inquisitive

figure in the Avebury/Beckhampton district.
Sympathetic to the research conducted by
Terence Meaden, his profile began to rise
with the publication of an article highlight-
ing the work of the latter that appeared in
the American press. It was around this time
that he became more closely affiliated to the
now defunct Beckhampton Group and by
the end of the year his name was appearing
at the head of an article entitled 'Corn
Flakes' in the December edition of The
Independent magazine. This and its follow
up 'R.olling Your Own' (written with his
sometime-associate Robert Irving and
published by the same magazine in August
1992), revealed a fluent prose style which
demonstrated an apparent readiness to
expose whatever was perceived as fraudu-
lent practice. Given his keen interest in
human involvement with the phenomenon,
it was not at all surprising to find Schnabel
devoting a considerable amount of his
attention to the hoaxing issue.

The period between these two pieces
found him securing the 2nd-place prize in
the Cerealogist/Guardian hoaxing competi-
tion and falling under serious suspicion,
along with a few of hls known cohorts, of
having himself succumbed to that increas-
ingly contagious psychological virus which
causes the afflicted to mistake virgin
cornfields for blank canvases in the pseudo.
cause of 'land-arf. His principal accuser in
this respect was George Wingfield who some
felt was going rather overboard in his efforts
to alert circles enthusiasts to the hoaxers in
their midst Then came the'Schnabellgate'
fiasco, whereby the subjecfs cleverly
improvised but ultimately ill-conceived
'wind-up'of Henry Azadehdal placed him
at the focal point of a conspiracy ruckus
which" regardless of its perpetrator's
insistence that he had merely been hoaxing

Azadehdal, Wingfield proceeded to promote
with characterjstic gusto.

Subtitled'Physicists, Poltergeists,
Pranksters and the Secret History of the
Cropwatchers', Round in Circles purports to
offer a 'backstage look, as it were, at one of
the strangest popular mysteries of our time'
with the terms'seqet history'and 'backstage
look' being of crucial importance to our
understanding of the author's intentions.
Whether or not the book is supposed to
represent his final statement on the subject
or turns out to be merely a report (for the
benefit of the folks back home, whoever they
may be, perhaps?) of his involvement to
date, only time will reveal. Either way, it
provides ample evidence of a writer who is
obviously fascinated by the ways in which
the phenomenon has influenced the
behaviour of those who have dared to
assume any authority on the subject. He has

written a work which is something of a
hybrid in that it funchons as part history,
part reportage, part faction, part personal
memoir and part confessional. The separate
components are all mixed up in a sort of
literary soup, held together by a narrative
thrust which, in terms of readability, scores
very high marks indeed.

Following a brief Foreword in which he
offers a brief account of his first encounters
with crop circles in the press and his
subsequent introduction to the Meadenite
camp, Schnabel devotes no less tiran 19

chapters to the history of circles research
prior to his own perusal of the famous Alton
Barnes pictogram of 1991. Building on that
contained in Randles' & Fuller's Crop Circles:
A Mystery Soloed,his account of the early
years (i.e. from 1980 onwards- there are
disappointingly few references to anything
prior to that date) is accurately researched
and recommended to all. The outstanding
efforts of Ian Mrzyglod receive deserved
attention here; as does the story of Terence
Meaden's attempts to construct a scientifi-
cally viable theoretical framework for
regarding crop circles as the residual traces
of previously unrecognised meteorological
events that were entirely 'natural' in origin.
My only reservation is that Schnabel's lack
of critical iudgement concerning the plasma-
vortex hypothesis is such that he shows a
marked reluctance to examine the shortcom-
ings of the theory at that point in the story
when it becomes evident that Meaden was
diagnosing faked circles as examples of the
so-called'genuine' articles.

ln wake of Mrzyglod and Meaden come
(in no particular order) Pat Delgado, Paul
Fuller, Colin Andrews, Don Tuersley,
Richard Andrerc the creation of two
research organisations (CERRES out of
TORRO, and CPR), and the steady growth of
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the circles as a regular silly-season media
favourite. The parts played by particular
individuals in courting media attention seem
to be accurately prioritised and Schnabel's
account of the initially co-operative but
eventually rancorous relationships that
evolved between what he terms the
Meadenites and the Delgaldonians is a

salaciously spiced yarn - a story of compet-
ing vanities and conflicting vested interests
(fame and money being the predictably
comrptive elements involved) which the
narrator delivers with some aplomb. What
Schnabel means by 'secret history' is hereby
revealed as consisting of most, if not all, of
those dark mutterings and caustic conversa-
tional asides with which anyone who has

had anything to do with circles research over
the last five years or so will already be
familiar.

Well, so far so good: by which I mean that
the early pages unfold in more or less the
manner that was anticipated. Profound
difficulties arise, however, on encountering
the author's versions of specific events in the
late 1980s and the problems begin to take
hold during Schnabel's account of the
experiences of the Wingfield family at
Westbury in 1987. Not content to merely
report what is already known, the author
aspires to use information derived from his
sources to create a factional record of the
events in question and his experiments in
this mode of writing (also known as 'news
fiction') begin to increase in frequency. A
meeting between Delgado, Andrews and
George de Trafford receives tl're same
treatment but Schnabel doesn't really fully
exploit the method until he arrives at
Operations White Crow (1989) and Black-
bird (1990). Jettisoning any pretence at
dispassionate reportage, he re-invents key
incidents from those occasions from
information gleaned from previously
published accounts and the reminiscences of
some (but not all) of those who were in
attendance, with a measure of his own
creative imagination thrown in for good

measure. The advantage of ernploying the
factional mode is blatantlv obvious: it
enables Schnabel to 'direct' the events as, for
example, a documentary film director might.
In this case, the'director' takes great delight
in trving to achieve a comical effect which,
l'm afraid, over-reaches itself to such an
exient that the faction begins to read like
pure fiction.

The factional excesses dissipate rvith the
author's orvn entry on the scenc, circa
Chapter 20, whereupon he begins to dral'
on his or.r.n first-hand experiences of
encounters with members of the circle--q
'community'. Of special interest is tl"re

chapter on Doug Bower and Dave Chorlev,
to h'hom the Westburv 1980 'singiets' and
the 1981 Cheesefoot Head triplei are
empha tically attributed. This inforrr,ation
seens to have been derived directiv fuom the
perpetrators themseh,es, thus conlirming
what some of us irave suspected ever since
they achieved their celebrity: namely, that
the siory carried by the Today nervspaper
r,r'as mereh, the tip of the iceberg and that
the contradictions it contained n ere best
resolved by considering the likelihood that
thev were even ,,ore active in the fields than
thev were ietting on! Neediess to sa1'.

Schnabel's account of tireir actirrities most
certainlv bears this out.

All of n hich brings us to the book's
Epilogue, in rvhich tl"re personal memoirs
assume a confessional air. Having largelv
iailed in his efforts to catch other human
circie makers at work (the 1991 Barbun.
Castle masterpiece remains the most
conspicuous unsoived example to date),
Schnabel eiected to follow Doug & Dave's
example and started 'rolling his otvn' His
first attempts rt'ere not w'l'rollv convincing
but practice makes perfect, as thev sav, and
by the end of the summer he n,as creating
sophisticated designs which pror.ed capable
of fooling the nore gullible members of ti're
CCCS council. The author declines tl're

opportunitv to furnish us with a complete
list of his handin orks (implying, perhaps,
that a number were undertaken without the
prior consent of the landowners?) but does
specify the follon ing as either entirely his
own or that of fellow 'land artists': Lurkeley
Hill (in rape), Avebury Trusloe (in rape
again), Lockeridge (in barlev), the
Wroughton triplet, the Ogbourne St. George
pictogram, the Waden Hill ring, and not
forgetting the one that seemed custom-made
to appeal to the esoteric interests of Michael
Green: the Silbury Hill 'charm bracelet'.

Schnabel's motives for embarking on this
course of action remain decidedly obscure
(doing it 'for art's sake, for instance' is not an
entirely convincing justification for vandalis-
ing crops), but having once started he freely
admits to having become addicted to the
practice, rvith Iittle other than the inevitable
onslaught of the combine han,esters to offer
him hope of a cure.

As n'ith the 'khnabelgate'business, the
autho/s readiness to come clean highlights a
feH.issues n'hich crv out for our attention. In
the iirst instance, there is the matter of that

second Indepcrr dent piece in which Schnabel
and In,ing implied that the UBI group had
created more formations than it was
prepared to acknorvledge. Wel1, it norv
transpires that this article appeared at a time
lvhen the former was actively engaged in the
very activity that he sought to expose! Not
surprisingiy, Schnabei makes no attempt to
explain the ethical basis for this behaviour.
Then there is the Wingfield factor, about
whicir we should be explicit. The truth of the
matter is that if Schnabel's confession is to be
believed (and I see no reason to doubt it),
then Ceorge Wingfield is to a large extent
vindicated in l'ris attempts to draw the
attention of his colleagues to the author's
hoaxing aclivities at the height of the season.
Not that Schnabel is about to credit
Wingfield for iraving rumbled him: far, from
it. What all this savs, about Schnabel's
personal credibility is for his readers to
determine, but it is worth bearing in mind
that he makes no secret of which 'side' he's
on, and I fuliy expect the sceptics and
debunkers to gather a good deal of nourish-
ment, not to mention amusement, from the
contenis of this book.

There is a lot more in Rounti il Circles than
space permits n1e to comment on but suffice
to sav that allegations, insinuations and
potential misrepresentations abound in
plent\' - more than enough, in fact, to ensure
that people rvili be keen to pore over these
pages at the earliest possibie opportunity. In
the final analr,sis, I have no hesitation in
declaring it a remarkabiv unique document
detailing one individual's personal odyssel,
through the minefields of crop circle
research. As an insight into the wavs in
lvhich this bizarre phenomenon has acted
upon the obsessive tendencies of those who
have sludied it in detail (including the
author himselfl, it is without equal. It also
presents us with the most convincing
arguement yet for treating the hoax
hypothesis as seriously as it has long
deserved and will perhaps convince some of
those w'ho have preferred to believe
otherwise that the debate is finished. Case
ciosed, then?

PHENOMENAL
BOOKS!

Crop Circles - UFOs - Earth
Mvsteries - Mind - Body -

Spirit
Send 6x1st-class stamps for our mail order

catalogue (5000 titles)
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Well no, not quite. lf it's a definitir.e and
rmpartial history that vou're after, tl'ren you
are probabiy going to have to u,ait a rvhile
longer vet. i for one am certain that Rorinr? rrz

Circ/es is noi equipped to tulfil that
particular requirement. Nevertheless, the
Iactional sections contain such strong hints
of a fictional temperament ihat i'm leit
wondering whether the author has
considered the possibiiliv of novelisation.

NEWS FROM NIBIRU
Susan Salaman

Crop Circles Langr,rage
Steae Csnnda

In response to our appeal lrr No. 8, Srrsar:

Salaman kinclly and courageo usltl i,o! iui !. t i. Li

this reaieu.

LIKE THE BIBLE, tire crop formatrcn-s seem
to possess that special qualitv of mearring on
rnanv levels to manv people. \\'hether lour
background is music, nrrihol.rc. . : ::rvsri-
cism, geometrv, phvsics, the sulernalural,
indigenous culfures. Jrg\rnc cncr,:l r
astrologv, ii's there, svmbolised rn the corn
fields. This could be the best argument so far
for a paranormal origin, and it sriil leaves the
field wide open for the theorists; evolved
psychic intelligence, djinns and iairies, gods
and God, extraterresLrials and homo sapiens,
they all have their rveil-informed advocates.

Steve Canada inhoduces a nerr' (or verv
old) contender based on the rr'ork of
Zechaia Sitchin, a scholar of ancient \{iddle
Eastern texts and no lighrrr'eight in his field.
According to Sitchin, the Sumenan texts
(c.3000-2000 B.C.) describe a tenth planer,
Nibiru (or Marduk), n,hose elongated orbit
at about 300 to the ecliptic brings it through
the Asteroid Belt every 3,600 r,ears. \ibiru is
allegedly inhabited bv the Nefilim (or
Anunnaki) who have frequentiv visited
Earth and are responsible for the emergence
of homo sapiens from homo erectus, the
introduction of metallurgy, agricuiture and
writing, and the evidence of developed
civilisations in remote historical limes. Their
initial purpose, it seems, in coming to Earth,
was to mine for gold which they needed for
the manufacture of a shield of particles
which prevents their atmosphere evaporat-
ing on their way through the inner solar
system.

Using Sitchin's interpretation of the
Sumerian cuneiform script, Canada has
found many matching and significant shapes
in the circles and pictograms. A ringed circle
is a well, the bars or coffins mean multiplv,
the'cla'rd'closely resembles the symbol of
Marduk's (or Nibiru's) 'lightning' which
split Tiamat orbiting between Mars and
Jupiter thereby creating the Asteroid Belt
and propelling the remainder, which became
Earth,into its present orbit. The two-pronged
'key' is a being from Nibiru, a three-pronged
'key' is a drill or mine and a cross formation
is Nibiru itself, and so on. The symbols are
generally recognised as archetypal but as the

Sumerian cuneiform script is supposed to be
the earliest written language, it is claimed
that that is where they originate.

Canada believes that the formations are
describing the Sumerian myths, thereby
identifying the circlemakers and, according
to his analysis, that they contain a message
as well. Essentially, the message is that Enki,
a 'god' from Nibiru and Inanna, a ,goddess,,

are returning, that history is repeating itself,
including some genetic engineering (the
abductions), and that we are requested to
bring large amounts of gold to Mars
(Hoagland and the Face on Mars). It,s not
very convincing; Canada's system for
deciphering is complicated and confusing
and the s1'rnbols seem to acquire a variety of
interpretations depending on what he
appears to have decided the formation is
saying. This may be unfair, but that is very
much the impression one gets although he
d,ims that his analysis is entirely governed
by the formations themselves. For example,
a ring round a circle can also mean Nibiru or
a crown and the'keys'can also be a goddess
(3 prongs), a human (2 prongs) or even a
breastplate. Like most of us, I suppose, when
there is no matching symbol he goes by the
appearance. For example, a ladder shape is a
ladder or it could be a stepped water sluice
seen from above.

The whole presentation is dispinted,
repetitive and sometimes conhadictory. The
booklets are simply typewritten sheets
folded and stapled with poor quality

photocopies of diagrams and photographs of
the formations. They seem more likely to
turn anyone away from the basis of his
theory rather than encourage them to
investigate further.

This is a pity because Sitchin's under-
standing of Sumerian mythology is well
worth careful consideration. Even if only
part of it were true it would help tci explain
some of the many persistent anomalies in the
archaelogical and anthropological record.
And there's another thing. Nearly twenty
years ago I was driving home from work in
Toronto at about 6 o'clock in the evening.
Directly in front of me in the East, looking
very close, was a huge red world nearly
filling the horizon. Behind me was the sun
iust where it should be, still quite high in the
West. I don't know what it was or why I saw
it, but I wondered when I heard about the
glowing red Nibiru of the Sumerians more
than fifteen years later.

Steve Canada is obviously sincere and
there might be something here worth
considering this summer, but he is not
helping his cause with these booklets if he
wants to be taken seriously. They look as
though they've been hastily thrown together
in order to grab attention, rather than to
allow the ideas to speak for themselves.

Crop Circle langwge is available at g34 for all 10
volumes plus appended writings from Steve
Canada, IrO Box 1913, Morro Bay, CA93443l9tZ,
USA.
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LETTERS

Confiscated Evidence
From Mr R.T.Hill

I feel that it is all too easy to dismiss George
Wingfield's feeling that there is some form of
conspiracy against the crop circle phenom-
enon (your editorial and George's article in
the Winter edition of The Cermlogist).My
own experience suggests that photographic
evidence of crop circles could be under
scrutiny and even, in some circumstances, be

confiscated.
Last ]uly, in a freshly formed circle, I

exposed three rolls of film, one black and
white whicl-r I processed myself, the second
was a high-speed colour transparency film
that was returned to the maker's laboratories
for processing, and the third one for colour
prints was processed by a local company.
The films were exposed one after another
without leaving the circle. The home and the
locally processed ones gave first class results
but a length of totally unexposed 35mm film
was returned from the manufacturer's
processing lab, via my photographic dealer,
with no comment. This film was, in fact not
mine, but subsequent enquiries to the
processor met with no reply. The length of
film returned with my complaints was also
never seen again.

I cannot help having a suspicion that a list
of sensitive subjects exists and that crop
circles appear on that list. If any of your
readers have had similar experiences with
unreturned or "lost" films or prints, then I
would very much appreciate hearing from
them with the details.

R.T. HILL
Rose Cottage, The Street,

Fornham St Martin,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.

A lunatic collector
From Mr George Enderby

Since reading John Michell's excellent book
Eccentric Liues and Peculiar Notiors I have
been making something of a collection of
such people and I notice that you refer, in
the latest Cerealogist to the fellow editor of a

crop circle magazine, Paul Fuller, as a

madman.
I wonder whether Mad Paul Fuller is

related, by any chance, to Mad ]ack Fuller
who built a number of follies near Brightling
in Sussex? The latter was described as a

"wealthy and eccentric but agreeable
bachelor". He was obviously much takenby
pyramids, cones and obelisks. He died in
1834.

I much enjoy your magazine, which I
have only discovered recently, and it will
doubtless become a useful hunting ground

in my quest for latter day eccentrics.
GEORGEENDERBY

58 Gough Street, London WC1.

In safe hands
From Mr lonathan HiScocl<s

How inevitable that many so-called
'dedicated' researchers have crumbled into
self delusion. These hoax claimants really are

getting their kicks!
Surely, the attention give to these

deceitful peoPle is what they want.
Of course, there are hoaxes, but there is

also a genuine phenomenon, for everyone
alive today. The sad fact is that researchers

are getting drawn in by rumours. Yes,

rumours! Surely there is a rich sod out there

willing to offer a million pounds to anyone
who can produce a marking ANYTHING
like the Barbury Castle formation.

To all those who are trying to solve this
mystery or catch it out, this phenomenon
(along with many others) is and will reveal

what it is heralding. New agers! We humans
are NOT in control. The world will not
suddenly change for the better due to us

'harmonising' with each other and the earth.

We are in God's hands. If we were in control
we wouldn't be here now!

JONATHANHISCOCKS,
Hastings.

Let's talk about it
From Mr Gary Coozter

I have read with great interest the book
edited by Mr Ralph Noyes, The Crop Circle
Enigma and am writing to you to find out the
current status of the research into the circles.

A recent '1-Witness Video" telephone
program here in the States claimed they have

all been created by a bunch of students, and
supposedly showed one being made via
infrared camera. I suppose you are familiar
with this claim; from the book it ii obvious
there have been numerous claims of "hoa{'.

For thirteen years I have hosted the
"shepherds He/' radio program of tradi-
tional music of the British Isles here in
Houston. In addition to all types of tradi-
tional music from field recordings to
folkrock, the show also features a calendar of
traditional customs, festivals, and hauntings,
plus occasional folktales and live interviews.

If this crop circle phenomenon is still
occurring and is indeed still unknown in
origin, it wodd be a fascinating story to talk
about on the program. I will be in England
sometime this spring or early summer and
perhaps could record a live interview then,

or at least perhaps we could schedule
something in the meanwhile by telephone.

I look forward to hearing from you for an

update on this most beautiful and artistic
phenomenon.

GARYR. COOVER
1930 Portsmouth #7, Houston, Texas 77098

On the road
From a New Age traaeller

I find it amazing that so many people seem

quite proud of their hoax crop formations.
"Serious" researchers even seem to condone

this activity. When, I ask, will someone be

prosecuted for criminal damage? Or perhaps

the farmers are part of the whole conspiracy?
If hoaxers are condemned and prosecuted
then perhaps the real circlemakers will be

left alone. Better still if "they" refuse to make

any more.
There is current speculation in the media

and within the "New Age" movement as to
"what's so New Age about New Age
travellers?" and who are the "genuine"
travellers and who are the "hoax" Festival
goers and ravers?

I've travelled to many Free Festivals over
the years when they were much smaller in
numbers and caused no problems to the

locals. The Police have been friendly as well
as local farmers. Litter has been cleared up
and the site left as we've found it - or just

about. One local told me he had heard
strange noises (our music) and seen strange

lights up on the hill at one Festival!! He had
decided to visit the mysterious gathering! By
leaving little trace of our visit we could be

termed "a genuine formation"!
Today's Festivals in contrast are much

larger (an evolution of the mysterious
travellers obviously!) and attract rumy more
Festival goers and ravers from the cities' A
lot of sites are evicted under threat and in a
hurry by Police, therefore little is left behind
other than mysterious obiects and sub-
stances! Any "expert'' visiting these
"formations" would probably call them
"hoaxes" and not New Age travellerJ
Festivals.

I've been interested in the crop circles
mystery since 1988 and I m amazed that
Ieading crop circles investigators can accuse

'T{ippies" of hoaxing some circles or even

"adding on bits".
Lefs cut the crap and stop giving these

"troaxers" so much publicity, next thing
they'll be saying "God told me to do ifl'!

WALLY,
'on the road', Wessex.

Constructing the Mandelbrot
FromMr Pat Delgodo

Soon after the Mandelbrot Set pictogram
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appeared at Ickleton and in face of the

Seneral opinion that the heart shape r.r,as

almost impossible to reproduce by simple
means, the seeds of an idea formed in my
head.

It was only very recently that I decided to
lay out the simplest methods of acl'rieving
the main heart shape.

A drawing can be procured using onlv
paper, pencil, ruler, six pins (or three to do
one half at a time) and, in mv case, six pieces
of wood don ling drilled axialll, to push the
pins through to form the cvlinders or drums.

The further the lanvard anchor point is
taken up line D-D the flatter rvill be the base
of the shape n'here the lanyard srvings tree
of any cylinders. This almost flat portion
seems to be a feature of the computer
generated shape.

The units of dimension for the pin
positions are given in the diagran-r. tr\:herever
or hoh'ever the principle is applied it is fairly
easy to produce a symmetrical and near
perfect shape of anv size.

P. DELCADO
4 Arle Close, Alresford, Hants, SO24 9BC.

Method of yroducing main Mandehrot Set shape.

Scribing end of lanyaril ishelil at point X then
taken round cylinders 2A, 2C,28 and anchored
at any point on line D-D. Keeping the lanyard
taut start at X and swing the scrfue clockoise
unwrapping the lanyaril t'rom cylinders 2A,2C,
28 and antinue on to rorap the lanyard round
cylinilers 1.8, 1.C, LA to finish at point X.

The cylinders proaide a sffiooth transitian as the
Ianyard progresses to scribe a continuously
aariable radii. A loop ot' cotton round anchor and
lead of pencil makes a usefullanyard,

Changing the cylinder iliameters and positions
will giae an infinite oariety of other shapes.

Downunder
From Dr Patti Barton

I love the Crop Circle journals I receive and I
hope to set up a mailing list of interested
people in Australia. Having helped out with
Colin Andrews' visits to Sydney I know how
much interest there is in the topic of the
English events, even if there isn't much
going on downunder.

There's often lots happening in the UFO
field but much less in the wheatheld so to

speak. This may have something to do with
the differences in our rural landscape, ours
being so vast and thinly populated. The
circle-makers would have a hard time
getting anyone's attention. We don't have
suitable fields on top of ancient archaeologi-
cal sites either, since our aboriginal sacred
places are usually found in deserts or in rock
caves.

PATTI BARTON
4 Doncaster Ave, West Pymble

NSW 2073, Australia.

What disaster?
From Mr Terry Walsh

I read with interest that Michael Green and
the CCCS Council decided that it would be
disastrous to publish the Schnabel tape in
the Circular.I then went on to speculate
upon the nature of the disaster which would
have occurred had they not made that
decision. I concluded that I and other
members of the CCCS would have suffered
the same dire fate which befell Michael
Green and the Council who were so
gallantly protecting us viz. \AfE WOULD
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MAKE UP OUR
OWN MINDS ABOUT THE VALUE OF
THE TAPE. What greater disaster could be
imagined?

Seriously, when otherwise sensible people
behave in this grotesque fashion is it not
time to ask whether the misinformers may
not be of a different order from what has
been hitherto suspected?

TERRYWALSH
The Old Chapel, Wookey Hole, Wells,

Somerset, BA5 1BP.

Irish circles
From Mr A.C.E. Caldicott,E. Midlands Brnnch,
CCCS

Paul Bell's letter about the dearth of crop
circles in Ireland raises some interesting
points. The only Irish circles I have heard of
were described by an Irish friend, who told
me of two crop formations he has seen in the
northern parts of the island. One,in1972,
near Loughguile, Co. Antrim, was a single 30
foot circle on a steep hillside with no tractor
lines. The other, in August 1982, on the Big
lsle, Lough Swilly, Co. Donegal, was a pair
of circles, one of 50 feet, one of 30 feet, again
with no tracks of any kind leading to them.
He made no mention of prehistoric sites,
though they may well have existed in those
districts, but he did say that a gallows used
to stand on top of the hill near Loughguile.

Prehistoric sites have been seized on by
romantically minded people as an explana-
tion for the appearance of crop circleq but I
am scepticalof the idea; while it is true that
there are many known prehistoric sites in
Wiltshire, there must surely have been many
in other parts of the country less favoured
$'ith cop circles whose positions have been
los! while as Paul Bell points out, there is a
profusion of prehistoric sites in Ireland but
few crop circles. All this suggests there is no
connection between the two.

Similarly, there seem to be no connection
between the psychic awareness of the local
population and the incidence of crop circles.
I'm told that many people in Ireland are far
more psychically aware than the average
Englishman. yet it is the Southern English,
not the Irish, who are finding the most crop
circles.

Possibly the true situation is that "genu-
ine" crop circles are simple, fairly few in
number and more or less evenly distributed
over the British lsles, or perhaps over the
whole world. In most regions they are
simply ignored, and no one gets to hear
about them; but in the south of England,
they are seized on as signs and novelties by
people who live in those parts, and much
attention is paid to them. The next stage may
be that the desire of the novelty-seekers for
more "signs" actually produces more
genuine circles. This is unproven; but wl'rat is

certain is that in areas where people are
eager to see them, numbers of jokers jump
on the bandwagon, make a game of it, and
fake formations left, right and centre,
knowing that their efforts will be made
much of.

The facts are that last year there were 90+
formations, genuine or otherwise, in
Wiltshire alone; only seven, mostly simple
circles, in the four East Midlands counties
covered by this Branch of the CCCS; and
how many in the whole of Ireland? One or
two? This year the East Midlands Branch is
more actively prepared as a unit for the
appearance of circles than it has been so far,
and it is trying to raise awareness by asking
the public to report any circles that they see.

It will be interesting to find out whether
either of these factors results inmore genuine
circles. It is only too possible that public
awareness may result in more hoaxes!

I am very reluctant to believe in signs and
wonders, arcane message+ "cries for help
from Mother Earth", etc., but I am more
convinced that there are such things as
genuine crop circles by the two simple
events in Ireland recorded above than by
any number of highly publicised Wiltshire
pictograms. (This is my personal opinion,
and not necessarily that of the East Midlands
Branch, or of the CCCS as a whole.)

TONYCALDICOTT
1 Pelham Skeet, Newark, Notts, GN24 4XD.

An avian trickster
From Mr Robert lrving

The Grasshopper Warbler seems, by now, to
be an unfashionable little alien... fast-
decaying fodder feeding post-season fall-out
for some - or, in my own opinion at least, an
appreciable monument to the perception of
the author of the notorious "White Crory'
letter. IHs all history now, of course. But how
far baclg in our own sphere of things, does
that history go?

In his book More UEOs Otser Warmister
(Arthur Barker 1979), Arthur Shuftlewood
refers to "...the two-noted trilling of what
has been termed the Tin-throated or
Mechanical Bird, stereophonic and all about

i.
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surprised sky-watchers, no naturalist or
bird-lover able to identify the ear piercing
warble of the unseen cosmic songster".

Later, in the same book, Shuttlewood
asks, "Are the warbling mechanical bird, the
heavy stepping Invisible Walker and the
crackling serpent all unearthly derivatives
from the same source? And do they all, even
remotely or indirectly, tie-up with our
worldwide IIFO mystery?" These are good
questions! Colin...?

ROBERTIRVING
45 New King Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BN.

Come on, Jenny
From Mr Colin Andrews

I would like to nip in the bud rumours,
which have, in the main, come from a taped
message relayed by Ienny Randles on the
BUFORA-UFO information telephone
service and communicated throughout the
LIK on the telephone network.

I have been working closely with Linda
Moulton Howe, the world's leading
researcher on mysterious animal injuries.
Linda ioined CPR and myself with the CSETI
team headed by Dr Steven Greer last
summer in Wiltshire to conduct a special
experiment on a hill overlooking a prolific
crop circle area. It is now widely known that
the experiment was a huge success and will
be the forerunner of more advanced
processes in the future. We have achieved a

better understanding of the UFO as a result
and will no doubt learn more in the ensuing
months.

Following these and other important
results from plant analysis Linda briefed
scientists at NASA's Goddard space centre.
She offered my assistance to co-ordinate a
project in the UK this summer. Not at any
time did NASA offer funding as stated by
Jenny Randles. The CCCS Sussex lournal
unfortunately also published the BUFORA
inaccuracies and added a few of their own.
Tl'rey state that Andrews is to address the
United Nations shortly about the discovery
that plants have been genetically altered
inside the crop circles. It rs likely I will be
invited to address delegates at the UN in the
near future, but it has never been said that
this is to be on the agenda. Even Dr Meaden
has joined in the debate and added his own
skeptical comments. All this and, guess
what? Nobody has bothered to pick up the
telephone and ask me what it was all about.

The BUFORA commentary continually
emphasized the terms "Andrews claims"
and placed considerable doubt that this
'claim' was tmthful. I was the first person to
state on television that I was sure this
phenomenon was rrol, meteorological and
probably caused by some form of intelli-
gence. From that time on, the BUFORA
camp have strived to discredit me and other
researchers like Pat Delgado, Gordon
Creighton, Timothy Good, Stanton Friedman
and so the list goes on and on, You have
only to see my'Solicitors' file to believe what
has occurred.

Now that the Hoaxing storm has blown
itself out andthe band wagon brigade have

packed tlieir bags, u.e are left with the
researchers who have from the beginning
been looking for the truth. So come one,

Jennv, we have another opportunitv to get to
tl're bottom of this mystery and leave the bad
feeling behind r'r,'here it deserved to be, ll'ith
the carnival makers of the past three vears.

COLIN ANDREWS,
CPR, PO Box 3378, Branford

CT 06405, USA.

Another at Newcastle
Frorn Ms Claire Heron

The erLclosed photo is of one of four circles
n hich appeared on the night of 11th June
1992 at Ovingham near Ne*,castle - the
second consecutive summer circles have
been known to appear in the Tvne Vailer'.

CLAIRE HERON,
23 Oxnam Crescent, Spital Tongues,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE2 1LX.

Red herrings
From Mr Richard Andrews

Over the past three years, it seems that there
have been many hundreds of people, if not
thousands, who have been in crop circles,
round them, and over them, but very few
have done any research. There has been very
liftIe beating of the bushes ie,where it came
from, how it was made or why. Most seem
to be trying to fit them to their own belief
systems or making new belief systems out of
them, instead of letting the information
show itself.

While all this has been going ory I have
applied a research program of dowsing and
detective work to looking for the source of
the energ:y, that was used to make the
Circles. These fall into three main catego-
ries:-

Circles made by people in a mechanical
fashion (Hoaxes etc).

Circles made by electronic means.
Circles made by other means.
Each one is equally valid, but the

emphasis has been on the physical or
mechanical and very little has been done in
the other two. I mean by this, that plenty of
outrageous theories, with very liftle real
research done that has stood the test. ThiS is
mainly because we were still in the collecting
stage, and sorting the real evidence from the
false. Some'ted herrings" were deliberately
put out to confuse the situation, so that the
authors could produce books and capitalize
on the confusion. What a Pity they haven't
put their resources to the common cause.
This I believe has been either egotism,

jealousy or iust small mindedness.
My plan over the last three years has been

to draw out the hoaxers, by putting out false
and confusing statements to various people,(
I make no apologies for this, as you will
have seen how necessary it was) some of
these have taken the bait and others have
aided and abetted those lvho have wished to
promote these ideas. Afier their work and
books are put out, vou will see tl'rem for
what they really are.

Norv that most of these people have
shown their hand, I feel it is time to put
forward a completely new direction which
lvili show tirat their efforts were built on
faulty belief systems ie, hoaxing etc. This is
only copying, what was an excellently
planned and executed operation. They are
only follozoers.

Now I will talk about LEADERS. These
are people with a positive and progressive
outlook on life and technology. Be very sure
that $'e have the technology to produce
Crop Circies.

At the CCCS SECOND INTERNiA-
TIO\AL CONFERENCE on the 7tl'r of
.{usust at Bath, U.K. I wili start to shorv you
horr' ti',at technology evolved, where it has

cor,e troni and holv it was used. This is
\OT inicrmation gleaned from Aliens! or
souraes extraterrestrial, this is rrery much
alLr,.fn:a earth.

RICHARDANDREWS
.{rrp1e Barn, Dark Lane, Cherston,

Alresiord, Hants.

Spies hke us
fr;;1; -\ j' r):::'.R:,:irr1l

One oi :he n-,.rre remarkable things to
emerge i:om tl-.: tangled *'eb of intrigue
rr'hich :.orrada','s houses the crop circles
phencneicn, is the large number of
(alleged I Coler:.ment Agents purported to
be involr'ed.1\'hether the recession has

throl'n up 1a:Ee number of redundant MI5
and \116 staii,,,-ho, no longer employed to
spv on Eastem Bloc oificials and with the
lntelligence Sen-ice golden handshake safely
in the high interest account, have instead
taken to usins :lieir spare time to have a bit
of fun at the e\perse of the New Age
communitr', can onlv be surmised in the
absence oi tangible proof.

There are ihose *'ho believe that,
although redundant, these agents have not
acfuaih' Ielc the Inteiligence Service, but
rather have been deiiberately re-directed
awav lrom rr'orking practices such as

espionage and catching foreign agents in
compromising posifions, by the Govern-
ment. There are people, you see. who claim
that intelligent beings from another world/
planet/universe have arrived here, are safely
in (invisible) orbit around the planet and are
zapping alien messages into fields of
gror+'ing cereal crops across the nation. This,
it is further claimed, has caused great
concern to the Government who have
detailed the Securitv services to carry out
The Great Cover Up.

So hon'are \ve to identify these employ-
ees of the MI departments? Do we become
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suspicious of anyone rvearing a raincoat
with the collar turned and with a trilby
pulled well forward?Are they disguised as
trees? And what about strange-looking cars -
are they really agents in disguise a la
pantomime horse? Apparentlv not. Accord-
ing to a well-seasoned crop circles researcher
we look for the enemy rvithin our own
ranks.

Ceorge Wingfield, one-time associate of
the once-great Colin Andrews and contribu-
tor to The Cerealogist, has come to the
conclusion that amongst the crowds of
devoted researchers and interested members
of the public lvho flock to see the circles each
summer, there are numbers of Government
Agents on mischief bent. It seems that these
staunch patriots and defenders of the
national pride are busily running a dis-
ilrformation scam so that the researchers and
the public don't discover the Dreadful Trutlr
behind the circles.

Tl'ris is apparently done, according to
George, by flooding the countryside rvith
fake circles formations. When the researchers
declare them'genuine', then the agents pop
up and admit that thev made the formation,
Ridicule is heaped upon the researcher, the
public are convinced it's all a con-tnck and
tl-te subject fades into obscurit\,; onlv the
Government knon's tire Truth. To back up
his idea, Wingfield claims that he knot's
who these agents are, and tllat he has 'proof'
of their involvement.

So just who are the spies?
Wingfield, ever mindtul thai \115 and \116

will provide their agenis *'ith cover-stories,
fake lawyers and the like, rviil not name
these people in public (althougli ire does
mention eacl'r bv name in a letier to ail CCCS
council members). Instead, he allocates sillv
code-names to those people he is convinced
have been sent bv the N{en from the Ministry
to spoil his summer frolics.

Spiderman, The Snake, Mr Sinister and
The Skunk have all been declared hoaxers bv
the CCCS' equivalent of Peter Wright. In
fact, Wingfield's Spycatcher activities have
even led him to allege that one of l-ris orvn
organisation is a hoarer, causing tl-ris
individual to protest his innocence in the
pages of a previous rssue of Tlte Cerealogist.
And Ceorge's angcr at the Intelligence
Sen,ices doesn't stop there; it seems that
almost anvone rvho savs that tl'rev believe
the vast majoritv of crop circles to be fakes,
and n,iro believe in Doug and Dave's tales, is
lined up n'ith the 'Circlefakers'.

This can, ho*'ever, tvork both tvays.
Ceorge's rantings and ravings can appear to
be so sillv to a 1ot oi people tl'rat he's in
danger oi putting as manv people off the
subject as those rr'hom he ciaims are
perpetrahng the'dis-inicrmation' campaign.
After all, rr'here are most spies traditionally
recruilecj fron',? \\'h,", public schools and
unilersities r.: coursel Educated at Eton and
Tr:niil Coliege, and rr'ith access to 'friends in
hieh places i.uld sLr easilv lead people to
surirL;se thaf Ceorge \r'as more likelv to be
emplole,-: rl the Intelligence Sen'ices than
some oi ihose he aaauses.

fur:oush , though, I'm not suggesting for
a n'.inute that Ceorge \\'ingtield is a spy,
empll,, eC br the Intelligence Sen.ices to
make fools oi the CCCS and a mockerv of
the circles subject, even if there are those
rvho sar, that he seems to be unconsciously
achieving these goals. \o, rr'hat I'm trying to
point out is tirat n'hat's good for the Goose is
good for the Cander, (and don't forget that
Ceres have been caught out bv iake circles as
u,ell) and that lVingfield's suppositions
could easilv applv to anvone *'ho happens
to have spent some time n'ith knorvn
'unbelievers'.

As to the 'proof' which trVingfield claims
to have against the "agents" so far identified,

I can only suggest that he hasn't much, if
any. I can be fairly sure of that because, like
John Martineau before me, I too stand
'falsely accused', my only'crime' to have
been seen in the company of some of those
whom George has termed the 'Circlefakers'.
What George should have asked himself
before embarking on this journey of false
hope, is why a Ceres researcher would be
associating with these folk in the first place.

Find that out, George, and perhaps you'lI
see the light and, sometime in the not-too-
distant future, the truth will dawn and you'lI
have reason to thank Spies Like Us.

PETER RENDALL,
49 Partridge Road, Pucklechurch, Bristol.

Angie Creenhalgh sent this Tthotograph t'rom the

Isle of Man.ln lurte 1990 Norman and Voiftey
Kelly of Ballahoioin Farm, St Mark's uere
surprised to find this pattern of markings in n

field ot' sprhg bnrley at'ter a storm.
The field had been ploughed in the same

direction as the strips but combine-drilled the

other way. It had been spread uitll slurry, uhich
may haae softened the barley stems. Tfte Manx
Independent which reported this eunt also

mentioned a ring uhich appeared the preaious
October in utinter oats at Knock-e-Dhooney,
Andreas. Its outline was about 18 inches wide
uith a diamter of 10-12 feet. Another, lesser ring
was found nearby . The t'armer , Mr I . I . Mar tin ,

said he had neuer seen anythinS like it before.

Crop Circle
MYSTERIES
BOARD GAME
INCLUDES P&P

ORDER FORM
(Pleue tick boxes as app, priate)

I would like to rcceive:

fl Advanced f26

f] fo. ages 7 to 7O Ll't

join the UK HUNT
THE BOARD GAME WTIH A

1'REASURE HUM'

FiITf.TIIifffl Gome onty

PAYMENT by postal order.
Make payable to:

G. T. Vernon
I6 Beggarswell Close

St Pauls

Brlstol BS2 9JH

Please allow 28 days for delivery--------:-

CoLLECToR,S SLIP Casp
PRES].RVE YOUR COPIES OF THE MAC;AZINE AS A

CloNaplrrt ANt) ON,COTNG ARCHIVE oF THE Crtop
C-ntcLr. PueNot,tpNoN

To obtain easy access to the
only complete, season-by-
season record of the croP
circle phenomenon in all
its aspects, it is best to
Preserve your copies of Tlre
C er ealo gis t in the special
collector's clip case. This
useful item is bound in
plum-coloured ma terial
with gold lettering on the
spine, and looks good on
the library shelf. You can
order it from The
Cerealo gist, 20 P aul Street,
Frome, Somerset BA17 7DX,
sending 88.90 or g19.Ior c.c.

orders call0373 45L777 or
see subscription form
inside.
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Editorial Notes
Corttinued from page tzto

all this really done, as Doug & Dave like to
.n1,, 'just for a laugh'?

George Wingfieid has braveiy saici, No.
He is bravc because, ii vou perceive and
prociaim the'l'riclden hand' behind affairs,
evervone knorvs tl'rat to be a sign of para-
nr..lia. Patrick Harpur r'r.'rites brilliantlv on this
enthralling topic on pagc 5. 1n our iast issue
'ive scoldcd Ceorge for his paranoia, lr,hiie
continuing to print his n,ritirr5;s (supnrcssed

bv the CCCS) about the 'hidden agenda' of
those people *.iro set out to rnisicad
researchers and discrcdit ihe rvhoie subject.
There i-ras been mucir laughter, o:"rrs

included, ai Ccorge's expense, arrd ii
continues through Pcter Rendall's letter in
our correspondence column. Yet piriioso-
phers havc observeci that, as soon as yoli
adopt anv particular idea of belief, its
opposite starts to gro$,in vour mind anci
mav eventuallv become dominant. That
process has been at work upon us, and rve
have reached the stage of admitting thai,
paranoid or not, George may have a point.

After observing the methods by which
government agencies deal with groups or
movements r'r,hich thev find undesirablv,
one can see the repeiition of certain familiar
patterns ir-r the manipuiation of crop circle
researchers. No special knowledge is needeC

to be aware of the techniques bv which - to
take this particular case - a communitv \\,ith
a common interest in investigating anci

publicizing the crop circle phenomenon can

be confused, discouraged and made
ineffectual. The community is not openly
opposed, for that would tend to strengthen
it. AII thai is needed in this case is one or
th,o agents, psycl.rologically adept. With little
effort thev can make excited people susoi-
cious of each other or entice ihem into
exaggerated claims and behaviour. This
alienates the pubiic as well as many n'ithin
the community, and dissolution follows.

It must be easy, once you are trained, to
plav on people's vanities and illusions,
leading them onto discredit together $,ith
their particular cause or interest. In fact, it
needs no training at all, nor any effort.
People quarrel rvith, conspire against and
trick each other without the promptings of a

hidden hand. It iust happens. Ceorge may be
right in seeing a deeper purpose beirind the

antics of iast year's hoaxers rvho were,
perhaps, continuing an operation whici:
began at Bratton Castie in 1990. Or thev ma!'
just have been having a game rvith him. In
either case, as the most formidable of the
crop circle experts he has attracted shong
opposition. This, he nolv suspects, is of
human origin, implying a conspiracv, but in
earlier years he and other researchers
noticed a form of opposition to their studies.
rvhich they attributed to the phenomenon
itself. The opposition was mischievous/ e\ren

systematically so. Its effect was to destroy all
the pretensions of the crop circle experts, to
discredit their theories and, in exheme cases

of self-esteem, publicly humiliate them.
Every single attempt that has been made so

far to undertake a mcthodical, scientific
studv of the circle phenomenon has ended in
farce or fiasco. Mike Chorost's Operation
Argus, *.hich apparentll, found nothing of
much significance in the grain and soil
samples it coliected last vear, is the latest
r.ictim of the opposition.

If tirere is a pattern in this there is also a

iesson, and it is not difficult to learn it.
Evervthing that has irappened so far poinis
oui thai crop circic are not a problern to be

solveci bv theories, experiments and tire
scicntiiic methoci. Nor is ar..r:thing to be

gaincci bv cirasing after jroaxers and

conspirators. Tiie phenomenor.r proceeds in
its orvn rvay anci demands recognitiori on iis
o\v,1 l('rms, not ir'l terms oi anvorte s

conception of it. lt is a irarmless mvster\', rloi
u'ortir w'orrving about. But if vou do *'orn'
about it and feei the need to control it, or get
to the bottom of it, or crack the probleni ol
crop circles bv science, spirihralism or
detective work, then you are simply asking
for trouble. It is a genuine, high-ievei
Mvstery, not jusi some form of puzzle
competition.

7993 - so far
Tltis sumrnary o.f cro1t civi:1e sr.nts in the earhl

part of this stunmer has been contributed by

James Chapman.

THE FIRST CROP circle of the season was
probably that which appeared on 2 Mav at
Saltford, a smal1 village west of Bath. South
of the .A4 road was found a 115-foot circie
with eieven small grapesi'rot circles nearby.
In earlv wheat, the circie soon grerv out, and
is no longer visible.

Despite initial excitement, the formation
\,vas very soon deemed a hoax by most
researchers, due to the mud found in the
immature wireat plants. At about the same
time a broad, 60-foot ring rvith a standing
centre of diameter 8 feet appeared at Astor,
Row,ant, Bucks. Swirled anti-clockwise is
oilseed rape, it was received a little more
fat ourably.

On 11 May a pictogram, comprising a

large and a small circie, centrai corridor and
a iail, appeared at St Neots near
Huntingdon. On 15 May a circle appeared at
North Farm, Fvfield, east of Avebury, in
oilseed rape (SU 135698). Set back a long
watr, from the road, the circle was fairlv small
and had a radial centre, quickiv turning to
anti-clockwise rotation.

A small,S-foot circle, reported by a
farmer, Mr Hughes, turned up late in May at
Beckhampton.

At West Ilsley in Oxfordshire a 86-foot,
anti-clockwise circle was reported in oilseed
rape. On a visit to it Lucv Pringle noticed
n'hat looked like two more circles at a
remote location about two miles south of the
circle at West Ilsley. On closer inspection,
Lucy and Stanley Morcom discovered a 62-

foot anti-clockn ise circle in rape. and about
300 yards away a smaller,30-foot circle, also
sn irled anli-clockwise.

The tips of the rape plants in the larger
circle had risen considerably more than
those of the smaller one, which led Lucy and

Stanlev to conclude that the smaller circle
had formed two or three days after the first.

On 21 May a semi-circular shape rt'as

reported at Ropley Soke near Winchester. Set

between the tramlines in barley, the
formation provoked much controversy. Lucv
Pringle was convinced it was a typical crop
circle, rvhereas Richard Andren s quickil,
concludeci that it n'as simply a 'drill miss' -

an area that had not been properlv seeded.

Nobocil, wanted to break the standing; barelv
to deiermine once and for all if this r'r'as a

normal crop circie.
A ringeci circle in wheat u'as found on 2

Iune rvest of Silburv Hill.
Unusualiv botl'r the circle and the ring

were swept radiallv. Speculation is rise that

-iim Scirnabel is once more active in the fielcis
to publicize his nervlv released book, Rounri

in Circies, rvhich claims that a large Percent-
age oi the 1992 lbrmations were created bv
him and his associates.

Doug & Dave were also faking last year,
quietly, in fuont of iohn Macnish's cameras.
Thev created tl're finest crop circle of the
vear, at East Meon, that i.l,as easily as good
as an,v previous Hampshire pictogram.
Schr:abeI claims to have created the other
most acciaimed formalion of 7992, the
'charm bracelet'at Silbury Hill.

Reports of 1993 from the Chilterns include
circles and rings at Ivinghoe, Leighton
Buzzard, Stoke Hayr.,"'ard and Childrey
Field. These have not been located on the
gpound. Other reported circles, at Claysgate
Cross, Dravcot Fitzpaine and Tawsmead
Copse, in Devon, have also yet to be located.

\en,s came on 3 June of a fourth oilseed
rape circle in the Ilsley area.

Thanks to Barbara Davies at the CCCS
ciatabase for some of the information above.

Addenda
Other formations rlp to the middle of June
'93. reported br' lames Chapman, include the
follorving.
Mttder. C:L:tle , Dorchester, Dorset; a single
circle.
5o rr f h rr i -S 

I rri llir r d - o t t- Ac o n at Newbold-on-
Stour bv the A3-100 road; a large circle in
raPe.
Roundite,4 HiLl,Devizes; three circles in
u'heat, r'isible trom Oliver's Castle.
Sottth o.{ Dr.'r-s near Potterne; a pictogram
rvith circles and curved pathways in wheat.
Somptirtg, \\rest Sussex; a triangle of three
circles around a larger fourth circle in u,heat"
Waden Hill, bv the stone avenue, Avebury; a

small dumb-bell u'ith grapeshot in wheat.
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CENTRE
FOR UFO STUDIES

Presents a second showing of the much
acclaimed Warminster UFO ancl Corn Circles

Exhibition and Video Show. Original reports irom

the sixties through to the present rlay.

TO BE HELD AT

Cht

@r! wLL
hfrt[

Market Place
Warminster
wiltihire

Tel:0985 216611

PLUS: Lectr-rres anrl Skywatchcs to he ,, --

UF() ancl Corn Circie Books, Mag.rzirrt"
Baclges availaltie.

Continuous showing of the latest
UFO & Corn Circle videos.

ADMISSION .!].50

,l
a4

ffi

1lam - 7pm Mon - Sat
from f uly 12th
to August 27th

JUPITER POWERWEAR
CROP'CIRCLE' T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS

The beautiful crop'circle' designs silk screened ort

100% cotton T-shirts, long and short sleeve and fleecy-lined sweatshirts.

For coloured leaflet u'rite to: ludrl Young, Inzy

Moon Fnrm, Upper Brailr, Banbury, Oron. OXl5 5bA. l

3rd, Glastonbury Symposium
Investigating Crop Circles

At the Assernblv Rooms Glastonbury

Features a full progr;111']llrc oi illlrstrated presentations, updates and debates.

musical entertainlllenl rrnd a coach tour of the latest formations

Speakers:

C Colin Andres-s O Monte Keen (D >tercn t,reer
lD Nlicl-rae1 Giicknrerr O George Wingfield O Lurcy Pringle

O lohn \laninem O Isabelle Kingston O nusty Taylor
O Colleue Dou el1 O Stanler' ,\lessenger O Andrew Collins
O Chacl Deetken O Palclen -lenkins O Roland Pargeter

u.ith music br-: Emiih Burridge. -\lark Robson & Kangaroo Moon

July 30 -August 1
Price: Full ri'eekencl S+0 00 . Z days S35.00 . Single dav S20.00

For advanced booking and enquiries contact
Rol,and Pargeter

Pendragon. 2 - + High Street, Glastonbury Somerset 8A6 9DU
Telephone: (0+581 83+252 or Telephone/fax: (0458) 832533
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What is a small press? Are you one?

How can you become one?
This book has thousands of answers!

Only f7.95 Hdf price to SmatlPress Group membrs)

0373 451777 for ordering details
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CoRNFERENCE I

Tnr ConN ExcuaNcs, DoncHrstER, DoRSrr 
I

SlruRpav & Suupav,2No - 3np OcronEn 1993 
I

SpEa<Ens INCLUDE LEADING RESEARCHERs & CrnraroclsT wRITERS: 
I

GpoRcr Wwcriplp, ]UncEN KRoNrG, MrcHaEl GltcrvtaN, 
I

SpRrNa RoNal-DouGAL, JoHN ManuNEAU, JoHN HaooINGToN, 
I

Busrv TayroR, Tus Larssr Cnop Ctncm VtoEos, Ptcrunrs &
ExHrsrrroNs, ExpERT PaNns & ExcHeNcES oF NEWS oN

THE EVENTS OF 1993.

TicrErs FoR rHE rwo DAYS €40.00 /Owp o,q.v oNt-v, f,25.00

AppLv ro: THr CrRpelocIsr,20 PeL'L Srnrpr, FnouE, Souunsrr BA11 1DX.
Tst-:0373 457777

TRavEl & Accoututooartou: INqumr or rur Wsr Donsnr Tounlsu CpNrns:
0305 267992

LONG OVERDUE!

THE UFOLOGIST

COMING
SOON

A new
magazine from
the centre of
Ufological and

patterns together with a round-up from out
specialist correspondents and consultants.
The Ufologist is a quarterly, 28 page, A4

magazine for the annual cost of !9.60 and is
available from: Unexplained Books, PO Box

1651, Warminster, Wiltshire BA14 gXJ

-

THE

WARMINSTER

TRIANGLE
Compiled & Edited by

Ken Rogers

with foreword by

The Marquess

of Bath

A compelling, factual record of strange events
surrounding a small Wiltshire town including
strange sounds, aerial lights, astounding UFO
sightings, vehicular interference. landings,
humanoid, animal effects, black dogs, witchcraft,
stone circles, folklore, crop patterns, etc.
A full account of reported sightings which overlap
with modern day crop circle phenomena.

Price: S10.95 204 pages + Photographs
Available from: Onexplained Books, PO Box

1651, Warminster, Wiltshire BA12 9XJ
or order from your local Book Shop or Library.

Hffi
CIRCIES:

THEIR
GEOMETRY &

SYMBOTISM
The Priory, Wymondley, Herts.

September 19th 1993.

ln in-depth discussion with speakers:

lohn Mcrtineou, Michael Glickman

t the Earl of Hoddingron.

TICKETS: f20"00

FROM: The Priory, Wymondley, Herts.
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